ICS TRAVEL GROUP is one of the first international DMCs to open our own offices in our destinations and has since become a market leader throughout the Mekong region, Indonesia and India.
As such, we can offer you the following advantages:

Global Network

Rapid Response

Local Knowledge and Network

Innovative Online Booking Engine

With a centralised reservations centre/head
office in Bangkok and 7 sales offices.

We have operations offices on the ground at every
major destination – making us your in-country expert
for your every need.

Quality Experience

All quotation and booking requests are answered
promptly and accurately, with no exceptions.

Our booking and feedback systems are unrivalled
in the industry.

Creative MICE team

Our goal is to provide a seamless travel experience
for your clients.

Our team of experienced travel professionals in
each country is accustomed to handling multinational incentives.

Competitive Hotel Rates

International Standards / Financial Stability

We have contract rates with over 1000 hotels and
pride ourselves on having the most attractive pricing
strategies in the region.

Full Range of Services and Products

Wherever your clients want to go and whatever they
want to do, we can do it.
Our portfolio includes the complete range of products for leisure and niche travellers alike.

All our operational offices are fully licensed
and financially stable. All guides and drivers are
thoroughly trained and licensed.
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INDONESIA |
The name Indonesia has its roots in two Greek words: “Indos” meaning Indian and “Nesos”
which means islands. It is an appropriate description of the archipelago as there are estimated
to be a total of 17,508 islands, of which only about 6,000 are inhabited, stretching for 5,150
km between the Australian and Asian continental mainland and dividing the Pacific and Indian
Oceans at the equator. Indonesia is a great place for tourism as it offers natural beauty, cultural and artistic wealth and warm hospitality. The diversity and authenticity of culture, arts
as well as flora and fauna represents the precious art treasure that can be found throughout
the archipelago. Fabulous journeys and unforgettable experiences welcome the visitors to Indonesia. Discover the highlights of the archipelago Indonesia with our tours and excursions.
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Java Cultural Highlights, 6 days|

JAVA SEA

Jakarta
Bandung

Baturaden
Yogyakarta

Java

Java Cultural Highlights
Day 1 Arrival in Jakarta |
Arrival at Jakarta’s Soekarno-Hatta International
Airport (must be before 12:00 hrs). Our airport representative will take care of you and will help you
with all immigration and custom procedures to avoid
long queuing at the counters. Your private guide
will welcome you with a traditional Balinese flower
garland and start your Indonesia experience on the
way to Dharmawangsa Hotel in Jakarta by a private
car. In the afternoon get a glimpse of the historical
part of the capital. Explore Old Batavia with some
Dutch-left buildings with art-deco architectural
style, pass an ancient draw-bridge “Engelse Burg”
(Jembatan Kota Intan) and Fatahillah Square, where
you will enjoy a coffee at the award winning Café
Batavia. Return to hotel and overnight in Jakarta.
Day 2 Jakarta sightseeing |
Jakarta, the capital city of Indonesia is the main
gateway to enter and explore the amazing islands
throughout the country. After breakfast visit the
National Museum known as Museum Gajah with its
collection of more than 60,000 prehistoric, anthropological and archaeological artifacts from all over
Indonesia and Asia. Then pass the Monas (National
Monument) in Merdeka Square symbolizing the fight
for the nation. It was constructed in 1961 and opened
to public in 1975. The National Archives Building is
also on your list to visit in this tour. This building later
in early 1900s was used as the central location of the
city’s Mining Department. Afterwards visit the Grand
Istiqlal Mosque, the largest Mosque in Southeast Asia.
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Finish your day at the Taman Anggrek Mall, the largest Shopping Mall in Indonesia with an endless number of shops and restaurants. Overnight in Jakarta.
Day 3 Jakarta – Yogyakarta – Visit Solo |
Check-out and drive to the airport to board your domestic flight to Yogyakarta, where you will be met
and greeted by your local guide. Before transfer to
your hotel, you will do a visit to Solo City about 1.5
hours. Head for Solo known as “the Soul of Java”, a
pleasant city with a lively character and one of the
centres of old Javanese antiques. You will visit royal
Mangkunegaran Palace, which blends European elegance with Javanese architectural style and with its
fascinating display of gold-plated dance ornaments,
jewellery and wooden mask, Triwindu flea market
and Kampung Laweyan known and existed as the region of batik since the time of kingdom in 1546 AD.
In the afternoon, a drive of about 1 hour through the
rural part of northern Yogyakarta leads you finally
to the “peaceful soul” resort of Amanjiwo, close to
the world famous and worldwide largest Buddhist’s
sanctuary, the Borobudur. Surrounded by ancient
monuments and volcanic mountains, royal capitals
and rural markets, Amanjiwo lies in the uncommonly
beautiful countryside of Central Java – Indonesia’s
cultural heart and provides an insight into Javanese
culture and the enduring traditions of this untouched,
rural heartland and looks out over Borobudur, this
spectacular 9th century Buddhist sanctuary and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Check-in and the rest
of the day is free for leisure. Overnight at Amanjiwo.
Day 4 Borobudur – Candirejo – Merapi Volcano |
Enjoy a delightful scenic drive this morning through
villages and paddies area; firstly discover Borobudur
temple, one of the greatest monuments, as the largest and most complete ensemble of Buddhist reliefs
in the world. Afterward exploring Candirejo village, a
traditional Javanese village which is rich in its natural
surrounding and being promoted for village tourism,
portraying traditional Javanese culture and day life
through traditional houses, plantation resources, art
performances, farming and local food. You will participate in daily social activities to feel their real
traditional village atmosphere, their culture and lifestyle. In the afternoon proceed to Kaliadem, a strategic and famous spot to view Merapi Volcano from
a close distance, and it was the place where the hot
lava from the crater was flowing down setting a fire
houses, plantations and burying them under the hot
sand. Late afternoon proceed to Jogjakarta. Overnight at Amanjiwo.

Day 5 Enchanting Yogyakarta |
Breakfast at the Terrace Restaurant or at the privacy of your villa. A visit of Yogyakarta, the former
capital city of Indonesia and the remaining active
sultanate in the country is a must. Jogja is a major university town and a royal capital complete
with a functioning palace or kraton. Like the Vatican, the palace is a city within a city. The heart
of the palace remains the home of the sultan and
his immediate family. Your first stop will be made
at the Sultan Palace, and nearby Taman Sari Water
Castle, once a royal park and bathing pond. Afterwards a visit of the southern outskirts of Yogyakarta will show you the centre of silver and Batik
fabrics home industry in Kota Gede. Local lunch
will be served in a renovated part of the former
family palace. Only a few kilometres east of Yogyakarta, lies an ancient Hindu complex, Prambanan,
incorporating hundreds of temples strewn across
the plains. Its central attraction is the elegant and
dramatic Loro Jonggrang temple, with its many
courtyards, enclosures, shrines and sculptures.
On the way back to the resort you pass the main
thoroughfare of Yogyakarta, Jalan Malioboro which
at night takes on tenor of an exotic street fair.
Many old Dutch and colonial buildings are lined up
in the middle of the city. You pass as well Muntilan, the centre of lave-stone carvings – lava of
the eruptions of the nearby Merapi volcano, one of
the most active volcanos in Indonesia. Overnight
at Amanjiwo.
Day 6 Yogyakarta – Departure |
A last breakfast at the resort and then it’s time to
say good-bye. Your tour guide will meet you at the
resort’s lobby for your transfer to the airport. The
drive to the airport will bring back some memories of the last days and let you again experience
the vibrant city of Yogyajarta and its surrounding.
Board the plane from Yogyakarta to your next destination.
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In the afternoon, visit KAJANG VILLAGE to
experience the local life style. After arrival in Bira
in the late afternoon, enjoy Dinner and overnight
in Bira.

Sulawesi
Toraja
Sengkang
Makassar
Bira

Day 3 Bira |
Today is reserved for an excursion in the area. Drive
to TANA BERU to see the Bugis and Makassarese - the
most skilful boat builders and sailors in Indonesia.
Even though the traditional wooden boats are built
all along Sulawesi’s south coast, Tana Beru Village is
the epicenter of Bugis boat-building. Return to the
hotel for lunch. In the afternoon, enjoy free time at
leisure; choose between various activities such as
swimming, snorkeling or relaxing on the white sandy
beaches. Dinner and overnight in Bira.

South Sulawesi Roundtrip

South Sulawesi Roundtrip, 8 days |
Day 1 Makassar |
Welcome services at Hasanuddin airport in Makassar
and transfer into town. If time permits, start to do
some sightseeing with visits to the FORT ROTTERDAM,
the Old Dutch Fortress and the BUNT’S RESIDENCE.
Here, a fine collection of sea shells and orchids
is on display. Proceed to PAOTERE, the Buginese
boat harbor, home of many traditional wooden
ships. Dinner and overnight in Makassar.
Day 2 Makassar - Bira |
After breakfast in the hotel, the journey goes by
vehicle to Bira. Set out on a picturesque ride to the
countryside up to the MALINO HIGHLAND. On the way,
visit BALLA LOMPOA MUSEUM to see the collection of
heirlooms from former Gowa Royalty Takapalla, MALINO
WATERFALL and TEA PLANTATION. En route, a stop for
lunch will be taken.

Day 4 Bira - Sengkang |
From Bira the tour goes further by vehicle to SENGKANG. Lunch will be served at Watampone. After
that, visit the MUSEUM ANDI MAPASISSI to see the
collection of heirlooms from former Bugis Royalty. In
the afternoon, arrive in Sengkang. Start to explore
the village and visit a traditional silk factory, where
the women hand spin and weave silk cloth. Dinner
and overnight in Sengkang.
Day 5 Sengkang |
Today’s excursion leads to the Lake Tempe by motorized canoe to see the beautiful view of LAKE
TEMPE and to see floating houses, fishing villages
and the interaction with local lives. Afterwards, drive
to WATANSOPPENG and watch out to find the bats
on the trees in the middle of the city. Then continue to TAJUNCU VILLAGE to see silkworm (seasonal).
In the next village, the TAKKALALA VILLAGE, see the
Big Traditional Buginese house with hundred poles.
Lunch will be served en route. In the afternoon,
the drive goes back to Sengkang. Dinner and overnight
in Sengkang.

Day 6 Sengkang - Toraja |
Today, set out on the picturesque drive to TORAJA.
Stop on the way for a short visit at PALOPO. This
small village is the capital of the Luwu Regency and
known for the Moslem port. Visit the OLD MOSQUE
and stroll around in the village. In the afternoon,
the tour arrives in RANTEPAO where lunch will be
served at a local restaurant. Afterwards visit LONDA, which has an ancient ceremonial burial place.
KETE KESU is a wonderful Toraja village where one
can see Tongkonan - houses and rice barns.
It is famous for its woodcarving scenic drive
up to Toraja. Dinner and overnight in Toraja.
Day 7 Toraja |
Enjoy a full day exploration of the Toraja Highlands. First of all, visit LEMO to see the cliff displaying ancestral sculptures and the hanging
graves. After that, continue to SANGALLA. After
this, drive back to Rantepao for having Lunch.
In the afternoon continue to explore the highland. Visit BATUTUMONGA to enjoy superb views
over Rantepao and the surrounding valleys. Follow the road on to PALLAWA, a village on a small
hill with more Tongkonan houses, rice barns and
granaries. Proceed to SA’DAN, the weaving centre. Dinner and overnight in Toraja.
Day 8 Toraja |
Transfer from Toraja to Makassar Airport. Lunch
is served at a local restaurant in Pare Pare.
End of the Tour.
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South East Sulawesi
Roundtrip, 8 days |
Manado

Sulawesi

Kolaka
Makassar

Kendari
Muna Island
Bau Bau

South East Sulawesi Roundtrip
Day 1 Makassar |
Arrival at Makassar Airport, meeting service and
transfer by private car to the hotel on own
arrangement. Afterward, start city sightseeing with
visits to BENTENG PANYUA which is known as Fort
Rotterdam, built by The King of Goa Tunipallangga
in the 16th century, PAOTERE the Pinisi Traditional
Harbor, BALLA LOMPOA MUSEUM and Miniature of
South Sulawesi at BENTENG SOMBA OPU. Around
the fort complex, several traditional houses of local
ethnic groups in South Sulawesi are displayed. Lunch
and dinner are served at a local restaurant, overnight
in Makassar.
Day 2 Makassar - Kendari |
Transfer to Makassar Airport to catch a flight to
Kendari.
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Upon Arrival in Kendari, transfer to the Hotel.
In the afternoon, enjoy a sightseeing tour around
the city to see the traditional market, BATU GONG
BEACH and nearby fisherman village. Lunch and
dinner are served at local restaurants. Overnight in
Kendari.

Day 6 Muna Island - Kendari |
Transfer to the harbor and return by jet foil to
KENDARI. Arrive in Kendari at around lunch time.
Transfer to the Hotel. Enjoy the afternoon free
at leisure. Lunch and dinner are served at local
restaurants, overnight in Kendari.

Day 3 Kendari - Bau Bau |
Transfer to the harbor to catch the Jet Foil leaving
to BAU BAU. It will take about 5 to 6 hours boat
ride before we reach Bau Bau. After arriving in Bau
Bau late in the afternoon, transfer to the very basic
Hotel. Lunch is served on the boat, dinner at a local
restaurant. Overnight in Bau Bau.

Day 7 Kendari - Makassar |
Today the journey goes back to Makassar. Transfer
to the airport and fly to Makassar. Arrival time will
be in the afternoon and continue by car/coach.
Drive to Makassar via Leang Leang and Bantimurung.
The first stop will be the LEANG LEANG National
Prehistoric Park with unique fingerprints on the wall
of the cave that date back to 2500 BC. After that,
visit BANTIMURUNG which is a protected Government Natural Reserve. This place is ideal for recreation and one can enjoy a relaxing cool waterfall
and the surrounding forest. Lunch and dinner are
served at a local restaurant, overnight in Makassar.

Day 4 Bau Bau |
Enjoy a full day sightseeing tour of this city full of
history and old charm. Visit the huge WOLIO FORT
which is located above the city and offers good
views over the city and it’s surrounding. Continue directly other attractions such as the BAADIA SULTAN
PALACE which is now used as a museum, the GRAND
MOSQUE, ROYAL INAUGURATION PLACE and the ROYAL
CEMETERY. After lunch, visit the fisherman village
and SULAA weaving village. Return to the hotel in
the afternoon for dinner and overnight in Bau Bau.
Day 5 Bau Bau - Muna Island |
Today the journey continues to the neighboring island.
Transfer to the harbor to catch a jet foil to RAHA
ISLAND. While on board, observe the many children on small traditional boats waiting for the coins
(small change) to be thrown down by the passengers
from the boat into the Sea. They then dive to get
the money. By noon arrive in Muna Island and check
in to the hotel (non star). After lunch, go on a city
tour to see nearby a fisherman village and the white
sandy beach. Dinner and overnight in Muna Island.

Day 8 Makassar |
Transfer from Makassar Hotel to Makassar Airport.
End of the tour.
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Lesser Sunda Island Cruise by
Ombak Putih, 7 days |
Day 1 Labuan Bajo - Cabin / Onboard |
On the western tip of Flores, embark on the boat in
Labuhan Bajo. After a few hours of sailing, first stop
at the small MESA ISLAND where a visit of a settlement
of the Baju will be made. These Sea Gypsies are
indigenous to the area of the Lintas Strait and the
Komodo National Park. Continue sailing and overnight
onboard.
Day 2 Komodo National Park - Rinca Island – Cabin
/ Onboard |
Visit the rangers’ station of Loh Buaya on RINCA
ISLAND for a first encounter with the fierce
Komodo dragons. In the afternoon, go to one of the
beaches nearby for some spectacular snorkeling and
in the evening the crew will prepare a romantic
beach barbecue under the stars. Overnight onboard.
Day 3 Komodo Island - Cabin / Onboard |
Today, go ashore at the rangers’ station in Loh Liang
on KOMODO ISLAND itself for another trek through
the park. Overnight onboard.

Day 4 Bima - Cabin / Onboard |
Wake up in the little harbor of Bima on the
SUMBAWA ISLAND. Here one can visit the local
market and a village in the nearby highlands where
the inhabitants will demonstrate some traditional
dances. Most famous is the adu kepala, the ritual
head to head combat. Overnight onboard.
Day 5 Satonda Island - Cabin / Onboard |
Set foot on land at the little known island of SATONDA
ISLAND with its stunning Crater Lake and beautiful
coral gardens. Overnight onboard.
Day 6 Eastern Lombok - Cabin / Onboard |
Anchor off EAST LOMBOK with a visit to a traditional pottery centre and a small village where
the villagers will enthusiastically perform some
traditional dances. Overnight onboard.

Sumbawa
Komodo National Park

Satonda Island
Birma
East Lombok

Labuhanbajo

Lombok

Lesser Sunda Island Cruise by Ombak Putih

Day 7 Cabin / Onboard |
The last day aboard the Ombak Putih starts with
a relaxing morning on a deserted beach at GILI
NANGGU (off the coast of South Lombok). Leave
around lunch time for the four hour sail back to Bali.
End of the Tour.
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Lombok - Culture, Nature and
Beaches, 5 days |
Day 1 Arrival Mataram – Sightseeing transfer to Kuta
Beach |
Upon arrival at Lombok Airport you will be welcomed
by our guide. Begin your Lombok sightseeing with a
visit to Kediri Public Market where local horse carts
line the roadside and locals trade their goods. Next
visit Sukarara Weaving Village to see the traditional
Sasak weaving process. Continue to Penujak Village for
a short walk to a remote “kampoeng” called Andong
where we will see traditional crafts including pottery
making. Return to the main road and wind south to
Rembitan Sasak Village, which is well known for its traditional Sasak houses and life style. Check in at Novotel
Coralia Hotel. Lunch with lunch box will be served en
route. Accommodation at Novotel Lombok – Superior
Room.

Classic Bali Roundtrip, 5 days |
Day 1 Arrival Bali – Transfer from airport or hotel in
South Bali to Lovina |
On arrival our guide will meet you and brief you about
your programme. On the way to Lovina visit the beautiful Taman Ayun temple, the former royal temple of
Mengwi and the second largest complex on the island
surrounded by a moat. Next stop is Bedugul – an attractive mountain resort located 850m above sea level.
Serene Lake Beratan fills the ancient crater of Mount
Batukaru.
Overnight stay at Aneka Resort in Lovina.
Day 2 Lovina – Candidasa |
After breakfast drive to Brahmavihara Arama. Bali’s
only Buddhist monastery decorated with a bright orange roof, statues of Buddha, Balinese decorative carvings and door guardians. There is also a holy hot spring
originating from volcanic activities. Continue to Pura
Beji, a Subak temple dedicated to the spirit that looks
after the irrigation of the rice fields. It was built in
the 15th century on the site of a natural fount and is
famous for its Barong architecture and virtuoso relief.
.carvings.
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Day 2 Lombok Sightseeing transfer to Gili Island |
After breakfast check out and drive inland via Puyung
and Bonjeruk village to Narmada, the Summer Palace
of former Balinese Kings who ruled Lombok during the
17th century. Next visit the Lingsar Temple, a sacred
temple belonging to Hindu and Moslem believers. Continue to Mayura Water Palace, which was the seat of
power of the Hindu Kingdom on Lombok during the
17th century. Continue the drive through the town
of Cakranegara (Lombok Commercial Town), Mataram (Capital Town of West Nusa Tenggara Province),
Ampenan (old harbour town) and then stop at a local
restaurant for lunch. After the break, continue on to
Teluk Kodeq Harbour via Senggigi Beach and Malimbu
Lookout Point. From here take the speed boat transfer
to Villa Ombak Hotel on Gili Terawangan Island. The
remaining afternoon will be free.
Accommodation at Hotel Villa Ombak – Superior Lumbung Terrace

Day 3-4 Gili Island |
At leisure to relax and enjoy the hotel and beach activities surrounding the island. Accommodation at Hotel
Villa Ombak – Superior Lumbung Terrace

Enjoy your lunch at a local restaurant before stopping
at Tirtagangga and a Bali Aga village. Tenganan is one
of a few original villages known as Bali Aga or Bali Mula
in Bali. Strategically located in a valley and surrounded by a range of hills and forest, Tenganan village has
developed its own way of life. Afterwards proceed to
Candidasa.

Day 4 Kintamani Tour |
This morning your journey will bring you to Kehen Temple. Kehen temple is located in the foothills and was
built in the 11 century. This temple is often described
as the miniature version of the Pura Besakih. Enjoy
the cool mountain breeze with fabulous rice terrace
and Agung Mountain views. Afterwards continue to Kintamani and enjoy lunch with views of the breathtaking
Lake Batur and the active Mount Batur volcano. Drive
through rural villages, past vast areas of beautifully
terraced rice fields, and alongside hundreds of village
temples before stopping at the 17th century holyspring Gunung Kawi temple at Sebatu. Return to Ubud
for overnight.
Overnight stay at Sahadewa Hotel in Ubud.

Overnight stay at Rama Hotel in Candidasa.
Day 3 Candidasa – Ubud |
After breakfast, set off towards Ubud. En route visit Goa Lawah, the Bat Cave Temple in the cliff face
that is full of bats that fly out after dusk. Then visit
Kerthagosa, the “Hall of Justice”, that served as the
supreme court of the Klungkung kingdom. After lunch
in a local restaurant, carry on to the eastern part of
Bali dominated by the presence of the towering Mount
Agung (3142 meters). It is Bali’s most sacred and highest volcano with its last eruption occuring in 1963.
Built on one of the volcano’s slopes is the Besakih Temple Complex sacred to the Balinese Hindu population
and also known as “The Mother Temple”.
Overnight stay at Sahadewa Hotel in Ubud.

Day 5 Gili Island - Bali |
Breakfast at hotel and transfer by fast boat to Bali. The
trip takes about 2 hours to cross the Lombok strait until you reach the harbor in Bali. Transfer to your hotel
(own arrangement).

Day 5 Depart Bali – Transfer out to your next hotel
in South Bali |
Morning at leisure until the transfer to your hotel in
south Bali or to the airport for your flight to the next
destination.

A Unique Balinese Experience,
6 days
Day 1 Arrival in Bali
|
On arrival at Bali’s Ngurah Rai International Airport,
your ICS Travel Group tour guide will be waiting outside the arrival hall to welcome you with a traditional
Balinese flower garland before escorting you to the
private car for the transfer to Ubud in central Bali.
Accommodation at Griya Taman
Day 2 Local living and traditional dishes |
In the morning visit a traditional Balinese Family Compound to get an impression of the local living. Your
host Ida Bagus Suar Udiyana (Gusde), who is a member
of the Brahman caste will be proud to tell you about
his culture. Afterwards watch the famous woodcarvers
from Mas Village at work. Enjoy a home-cooked lunch
with the family. Afternoon at leisure. In the evening
visit the night market in Gianyar and try some of the
local food there.
Accommodation at Griya Taman
Day 3 Spiritual Bali with blessing |
After breakfast leave for the elephant temple Goa
Gajah and enjoy a walk through the temple area and
the neighbouring rice fields and jungle. Afterwards
return to Mas Village and visit the uncle of your host
Gusde, who is a well known Priest and Medium who is
frequently contacted by the locals to ask for advice.
Participate in a private Astrology Session followed by a
Purification Ceremony (Balinese blessing).
Accommodation at Griya Taman
Day 4 Sanskrit reading and cultural highlights |
In the morning take part in the daily offerings at the
Balinese Compound.
Visit a priest who is a member of Gusde’s family and
get an introduction into reading the ancient Sanskrit
as related to traditional Balinese architecture. Every
compound in Bali is built following complicated guidelines that are centuries old and written in the royal
language of Sanskrit. The next stop will bring you to
Klungkung, where you can see the old court of justice.
On the way to the Gunung Kawi temple hidden in
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the jungle, you will stop at Cekingan rice terraces
to see the impressive irrigation system that the local people have set up in the mountains. With a bit
of luck you can see some Balinese people taking a
purification ceremony in Sebatu, before you continue your journey to Puncak Penulisan temple which
offers great views of the caldera of Mount Batur.
Accommodation at Griya Taman
Day 5 Temple ceremonies and mystic dances |
As your host Gusde belongs to the caste of the priests,
he is always well informed about interesting and traditional ceremonies that are being held nearby. Attend one of these ceremonies with Gusde or one of
his family members and let them explain to you about
the different rituals. Depending on the date of your
stay this may be a wedding, a temple ceremony, a
funeral or a tooth-filing ceremony. In the evening, attend one of the famous Balinese Dance Shows: the
impressive Barong Dance; the mystique and adorable
Legong Dance; or the thrilling Kecak (Fire) Dance.
Please note: availability of this tour will depend of the days of the ceremonies and
therefore could be changed to another day.
Accommodation at Griya Taman
Day 6 Depart Bali |		
After breakfast enjoy your free time until the transfer
to the airport for departure.

West Papua - Baliem Valley
Exclusive, 5 days |
Day 1 Jayapura - Wamena |
Arrive in the morning at Jayapura airport where you
will be met by the guide before connecting to the
flight to Wamena. After arrival in Wamena, transfer
to the hotel for check in. Start to explore the area
with a visit to NAPUA HILL which offers a panoramic
view of the Baliem Valley. Continue to visit the LOCAL
MARKET, the HANGING BRIDGE and DANI VILLAGES. In
the afternoon, return to the hotel and overnight in
Wamena.

Day 2 Wamena |
After taking breakfast in the hotel drive for
approximately 45 minutes to the Kurima
district in the southern Baliem Valley. Embark on
a 3-hour trek to reach the DANI Villages. This is a
great opportunity to learn more about the life and
the customs of the Dani people. In the afternoon,
walk back to Kurima and drive back to the hotel for
overnight in Wamena.
Day 3 Wamena |
Drive to a small village in the Northern Baliem Valley and join the Dani people in their daily routine.
Witness the Dani traditional dances and see how
they cook in the earth with hot stones. This performance will take about 4 to 5 hours. In the afternoon, carry on to see other Dani villages. At the
end of the day return to the hotel and overnight in
Wamena.
Day 4 Wamena - Jayapura |
Take a flight from Wamena to Jayapura. Upon arrival
at Jayapura, visit the most important sights in this city,
such as the MONUMENT OF GENERAL DOUGLAS MCARTHUR, SENTANI LAKE and village, LOKA BUDAYA MUSEUM and Jayapura downtown. Overnight in Jayapura.
Day 5 Jayapura |
Transfer from hotel to Jayapura Airport. End of the
tour.
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Sumatra – Orangutan & Lake
Toba, 7 days |
Day 1 Arrival Medan |
Arrive in Medan, the main city in northern Sumatra.
Embark on a Medan city tour visiting historical buildings including the Maimun Palace built in 1888 in Malayan and Middle-East style and belonging to the Sultan of Deli. Opposite the palace is Mesjid Raya (Grand
Mosque) built in the same period as the Maimun Palace.
Then visit the following: the heritage mansion house of
the legendary businessman Tjong A Fie; Tip Top Restaurant (formerly Dutch Club); the townhall which
dates from 1908 and whose clock tower was donated
by Tjong Afie; Bank Indonesia, which used to be called
Bank Java and was built by architectural firm Hulswit,
Fermont & Cuypers; Dharma Deli Hotel which used to
be the De Boer Hotel (built in 1898); the colonial post
office of Medan (built in 1911); and the colourful Chinese temple, Vihara Gunung Timur.
After the tour, transfer to your hotel for free time.
Overnight at DELI RIVER HOTEL, a family hotel located
on the outskirts of downtown Medan.
Day 2 Medan – Bukit Lawang |
Today drive all the way to Bukit Lawang, a small
tourist village on the other side of the Gunung Leuser
National Park popular for its orangutan rehabilitation
centre. Enjoy the scenery from the veranda of your
hotel room. Local dinner is served at the hotel. Accommodation at ECO LODGE or similar.

Day 3 Orangutan Tour – Berastagi |
Start the morning with the orangutan tour. Walk along
the riverside to the crossing point where a small canoe
will take you to the other side of the river. Then hike
up to reach the feeding platform to where the orangutans are fed and trained to live in the wild. If lucky
you will see the orangutans swinging freely branch to
branch.
Optional: After the feedings, you can take a 2 to 3-hour
trek deeper into the park to explore more tropical
flora & fauna. This jungle trek takes you along small
often muddy and hilly paths (seldom flat walking) so
good physical fitness is required. It will give you the
chance to see exotic plants, birds, wild orangutans,
gibbons and other monkeys. An extra permit and a local guide are needed so please book in advance. Those
not wishing to take this trek will be guided back to the
resort and can relax. Later on take the 5-hour drive to
Berastagi (1300m) with lunch enroute. This cool and
picturesque hill town is flanked by two active volcanoes: Sinabung (2417m) and Sibayak (2172m). It is the
homeland of the Batak Karo, one of the six Batak tribes
that inhabit the province of North Sumatra. Accommodation at SINABUNG HOTEL / GRAND MUTIARA
Day 4 Berastagi – Lake Toba – Boat to Samosir Island |
Take a scenic drive to Lake Toba, one of the deepest
and largest crater lakes in the world with a stop at
Dokan, a small Batak Karo village with a number of traditional houses still inhabited by eight families each.
Each house has 4 hearths inside, each one shared by
two families. Teh interior is kept dark and smoky to
keep away insects as well as to ward off evil spirits.
Proceed to Sipiso Piso Waterfall (literally means ‘as
sharp as knife” waterfall) and Rumah Bolon, the longhouse of King Batak Simalungun, another Batak tribe.
The buildings are very impressive and nicely situated,
however are no longer inhabited. You can enter the
palace or one of the other buildings and find out how
the many wives’s of the king spent their days.

From this site you will continue following the lake and
arrive in Parapat in afternoon. Lunch is taken enroute.
Parapat is a small town on the shore of Lake Toba. From
here you will take a 45-minute public boat ride over to
Samosir Island. The boat will stop right in front of your
accommodation located on the peninsula of Tuktuk.
Tuktuk, as well as the rest of Samosir Island, is a very
relaxed place with most accommodation situated right
on the lake. Local dinner is served at your hotel.
Accommodation at TABO COTTAGE
Day 5 Samosir Tour |
Drive around the island to explore the natural beauty
and cultural aspects of Batak Toba, Visit Ambarita village where the remnants of the megalithic culture of
Batak Toba lie in front of the traditional houses. Continue to Simanindo to see folkdances performed by
the villagers. Here you also can visit a museum built
in typical Batak style. Then return to your hotel and
relax or take a dip in the clear water of the lake.
Day 6 Samosir Walk |
Drive to a village at higher altitude in the centre of
the island. From here start a gentle walk downwards
through agricultural fields, rice fields, and small traditional villages while enjoying great views of Samosir,
Lake Toba and Sumatra. The duration of the walk is
around 4 hours and ends in the village of Tomok where
you can see a very old and nicely decorated sarcophagus: the old tomb of King Batak Toba Sidabutar. From
here you will be taken back to your hotel.
Day 7 Samosir Island – Medan airport |
In the morning, take the ferry back to Parapat (around
45 minutes) and take the 5-hour drive to the airport.
Along the way pass the cities of Pematang Siantar and
Tebingtinggi and the endless plantations of oil palm,
cacao and rubber. Lunch will be taken enroute. Arrive
at the airport and board the flight to your next destination.
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Culture History Heritage |

Touch of Tana Toraja / Sulawesi
4 days |
Day 1 Denpasar – Makassar – Tana Toraja |
After an early breakfast at your hotel transfer to the
domestic airport Ngurah Rai in Bali for your flight to
Makassar on the island of Sulawesi. The flight takes
around 75 minutes. There is no time difference between Bali and Sulawesi. Your tour guide will welcome
you outside the arrival hall at the Sultan Hasanuddin
Airport and your exciting 350km drive to Tana Toraja
starts. Along the way you will pass chalk cliffs, vast
rice fields, beautiful coastline and traditional Buginese
fishing villages. Lunch will be served in a local seafood
restaurant on the hills of Pare-pare with stunning views
over the bay. After a coffee-stop in the mountains of
Central Sulawesi you will reach Rantepao in Tana Toraja in the late afternoon. Check-in at your hotel and
time to relax or take a dip in the swimming pool of
the hotel.
Dinner at the hotel.
Day 2 Tana Toraja Full Day Tour |
After breakfast at your hotel, start the tour which consists of driving and gentle walking through Tana Toraja
and it’s most famous villages. At Lemo visit the cliffside stone graves where wooden effigies are placed on
the balcony. Carry on to see the royal family tombs
at Suaya, and a traditional wooden carving village
and hanging grave at Ke’te Kesu. After lunch in a local restaurant continue to visit Londa, the natural cave
grave; and Marante, a village with many Tongkonan
Houses, big paddy barns and a large rocky hill containing hanging stone graves. Return to the hotel. Dinner
will be at a local restaurant.
DAY 03 Torajaland - Makassar| 			
After breakfast visit Pallawa, a beautiful village with
buffalo horns in front of each house, and Kambira
(Baby grave). Take lunch at a local restaurant. Continue to Lokomata, the boulder grave, and then visit
Sa’ dan To’Barana, the traditional cotton weaving village. In the afternoon drive back to Makassar with dinner enroute at a local restaurant. Arrive in Makassar
around midnight and check in at the hotel.
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DAY 04 Makassar – Jakarta |		
After breakfast at the hotel, check out and transfer
to the airport for your departure flight to Jakarta (or
back to Bali).

Komodo & Flores Explorer , 7
days |
Day 1 Labuan Bajo |
Upon arrival at Labuan Bajo on the island of Flores
you will be welcomed by our local representative and
transferred to Puri Sari* for overnight.
Day 2 Rinca, Pink Beach & Komodo Island |
Our purpose today is to see the Komodo Dragon. The
largest living lizard on earth lives on 3 islands: Rinca;
Padar & Komodo; and some parts of West Flores. It can
be up to 3 metres in length with a weight of up to 90
kilos. After an early breakfast at the hotel transfer to
the harbour. At 6.00 am depart for Komodo Island. The
boat trip over blue tropical waters and past hundreds
of small islands will take approximately 4 hours. On arrival at Komodo Island walk (1 hour) with a local ranger
in search of the Komodo Dragons. You may also see wild
buffalo, deer, pigs and various species of tropical birds
such as the Cockatoo. Stop on Pink Beach for lunch and
spend some time snorkelling to discover the underwater world of these rich waters (snorkels and fins are
provided). Carry on to Rinca where a local ranger will
lead a 1-hour soft trek through the forest and savanna,
hopefully spotting Komodo Dragons on the way. From
the highest point on this hike you will see a beautiful
panorama of the surrounding islands. Return to Labuan
Bajo and upon arrival transfer to Hotel Puri Sari* in
Labuan Bajo for overnight.
Day 3 Labuan Bajo – Ruteng |
In the morning drive to Ruteng. En route visit the Mirror Cave and spiderweb ricefields at Cacar. In the afternoon visit the old centre Ruteng Puu and Liang Bua:
the cave where recently the bones of the short Homo
Floriensis (the hobbit) have been excavated by scientists. Overnight at Santa Maria or Dahlia Hotel

Day 4 Ruteng – Bajawa |
In the morning depart for Bajawa. On the way visit
Lake Rana Mese. In the afternoon visit the traditional
village of Bena where megalith stones stand besides
the old houses. The village also enjoys views of Mount
Inerie. Overnight at Bintang Wisata or Silverin - Bajawa.
Day 5 Bajawa – Moni |
Depart for Moni. Near Bajawa visit the traditional village of Wogo, and along the way see the beautiful
views of the Ebulobo volcano. See a beach filled with
green stones at Pengga Jawa, and at Ende visit Soekarno’s House. Continue through beautiful landscape
to Moni. Overnight at Kelimutu Ecolodge or Hidayah
Hotel.
Day 6 Moni - Mt. Kelimutu – Maumere |
Early morning depart to the Kelimutu volcano. A short
walk (30 minutes) will take you to the lookout point to
wait for the sunrise. Kelimutu means Mountain of the
Spirits, and it is known for its famous 3 colour lakes
- turquoise, brown and black - caused by dissolved
minerals. Return to the hotel for breakfast. En route
stop at At Paga Beach to relax and swim; at the old
church in Sikk; at Ledalero Museum to see a collection
of woven Ikats and precious stones; and at Wuring in
Maumere, a fishing village on stilts. Overnight at Sea
World Club or Wailiti.
Day 7 Maumere |
At leisure until your transfer out to the airport
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Hiking & Trekking |
Ijen Plateau Trekking &
Northwest Bali Tours, 5 days |
Day 1 South Bali - Licin |
Depart from the hotel in South Bali and drive through
the beautiful western part of the island. Rice paddy
field and rustic villages spread all over the region.
Stops will be made on the way for taking pictures.
It is two and a half hours drive to arrive in GILIMANUK, where onboard the ferry crosses over to reach
Ketapang harbour in Java. Lunch will be provided
at a local restaurant in the city. Being refreshed
and energised start the visit to KONGCO TAN HU JIN
CHINESE TEMPLE which was built in 1784. Further
enjoy and experience a city tour by becak which is
a large tricycle with a bench seat mounted in the
front and the driver will gladly pedal it’s passengers
to their requested destination. Proceed to the hotel
in Licin village and prepare for overnight.
Day 2 Licin |
The day starts with an early wake up call. After
breakfast at the hotel drive to the village of Licin
continue in a four wheel drive vehicle on the slope
of MOUNT IJEN. The trip passes through plantations
and rainforest to arrive at the foot of the slope of
the volcano. From here, 90 minutes hiking is needed
to reach the top rim of the crater. The sulphuric lake
reflects every colour. The crater observation will
be taken at leisure to fully enjoy the surrounding
and the atmosphere. Return and overnight in Licin.
Day 3 Licin - Pemuteran |
Drive to Ketapang harbour and cross the straight to
reach Bali Island again. Then continue drive to the
hotel in northwest Bali. Its location preserves an ideal
setting for diving, snorkelling, canoeing, sea biking
and an easy exploration to discover the flora and
fauna of the WEST BALI NATIONAL PARK. Overnight in
Pemuteran.

Day 4 Pemuteran |
Start in the morning and depart for the Labuan Lalang jetty where the boat leads to MENJANGAN ISLAND. Enjoy snorkelling to see beautiful coral and
colourful fish. A lunch box is provided. After the
exploration of the marine life, return to the hotel.
Alternative option | For those who do not want to
snorkel, they may join a tour to the national park. Depart to WEST BALI NATIONAL PARK which covers 190 sq
km of the western tip of Bali, including 50 sq km of Marine Park. It is the most important conservation area in
Bali. Take the possibility to see the rare white Bali starling and maybe other animals such as black monkeys,
wild pigs, green snakes, etc. Overnight in Pemuteran.
Day 5 Pemuteran |
Leave the north western part of the island and head
back south. Transfer to the hotel or Denpasar Airport
for flight to onward destination. End of the tour.

This trip which leads over blue tropical waters
and past hundreds of small islands will take approximately 3 hours until reaching the PINK BEACH.
Here the lunch is served and time permits to discover the splendid underwater world of these rich
waters. After that, a visit on Komodo Island is on
schedule. Take a walk of approximately 1 hour with
a local ranger in search of the Komodo dragons. During this leisurely walk wild buffalo, deer, pigs and
various species of tropical birds like the Cockatoo
can be seen. Return to Labuan Bajo which will take
around 4 hours. Transfer to the hotel and overnight in
Labuan Bajo.
Day 3 Labuan Bajo |
Transfer from the hotel to Labuan Bajo Airport. End
of the tour.
REMARK | Snorkel equipment will be provided
complimentary on the boat.

Komodo Encounter, 3 days |
Day 1 Labuan Bajo - Cabin / Onboard |
Upon arrival at Labuan Bajo on the island of Flores,
welcome by a local representative and transfer to
Labuan Bajo harbour. From here, board the boat
to cross to the less famous RIANCA ISLAND. Lunch
is served on board. After 1 and a half hour sailing
the boat will reach LOH BUAYA. Leave the boat for
an approximately 2 hour’s soft trekking tour led by
a local ranger through the forest and the savannah.
The world known Komodo Dragons are often spotted on the way. From the highest point on this hike,
enjoy a beautiful panorama of the surrounding island. Return back to the boat for overnight onboard.
Day 2 Komodo National Park - Rinca Island Labuan Bajo |
Enjoy an early breakfast on board and then depart
for KOMODO ISLAND.
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Indonesia | Cruises
Amanikan

The experienced staff
aboard caters to every
guest’s individual needs.
An outdoor galley is
ideal for sunny midday
lunches or alfresco
dinners. The foredeck
includes a dining table
that accommodates up
to ten people. Meals
are prepared from the
freshest of ingredients
and include both international and local fare.

Amanikan is a custom-built, 32-metre coastal cruiser
that fuses the romance of traditional spice trading vessels with the comfort of modern amenities. The newest
addition to the fleet at Amanwana – a luxury tented
hideaway on Indonesia’s Moyo Island – Amanikan offers guests the adventure of a lifetime exploring the
pristine wilderness and waters of Indonesia’s Komodo
National Park and the Banda Islands.

Cabin |
The cruise features three above-deck cabins and a foredeck with an outdoor dining and bar area. An expansive
master cabin includes a king-size bed at the stern of the
upper deck, and provides sweeping 270-degree views
through the cabin’s wraparound windows and from a
large private sundeck. The main deck also accommodates a second double cabin with a private balcony,
and a third smaller cabin with a semi-private sundeck
in front of the wheelhouse. All three cabins are air-con
ditioned and offer en-suite bathrooms with double vanities, double wardrobes, showers and separate toilets.
Facilities |
Guests can relax in the privacy of their cabins or in
main lounging area, built into the bow of the cruiser.
The Lounge serves as the gathering spot for sunbathing,
pre-dinner drinks, nightcaps, or even spending a night
under the stars. The experienced staff aboard caters to
every guest’s individual needs. An outdoor galley is ideal
for sunny midday lunches or alfresco dinners. The foredeck includes a dining table that accommodates up to

ten people. Meals are prepared from the freshest of ingredients and include both international and local fare.
Activities |
Excursions aboard Amanikan include the Komodo Expedition and trips to the famed Spice Islands, including the Banda Archipelago. The Komodo Expedition
explores the World Heritage Site Komodo National
Park, cruising through the Nusa Tenggara island chain
to Rinca and Komodo where the infamous Komodo
dragon can still be found. The Spice Island Expedition
takes in Banda’s seven volcanic islands, for centuries
the world’s only source of nutmeg, and each a tropical
paradise. Both expeditions visit some of the world’s
most biologically diverse snorkel and dive sites. Amanikan offers an experienced dive instructor and equipment for six guests.

Amandira

Amandira

for soaking up the Indonesian sun or enjoying al-fresco
dining whilst the in-door fully air-conditioned salon
provides an intimate space for reading and dining out
of the elements.
Cabin |
Amandira’s Master cabin-Suite offers 270 degree panoramic views and a private aft outdoor lounge, twin
vanities and en-suite bathroom.
The two deluxe cabin-suites offer king-size bed, twin
vanities and private bathrooms and large day lounges.
In addition families can also enjoy the twin bunk style
suites. Teak decks are fitted with large day beds and
chairs for relaxing, dining and sunbathing.

Amandira is a traditional 52-metre Phinisi ship combining the romance of the ancient spice-trade sailing vessels that once plied these waters with today’s
modern amenities (comforts). Amandira’s 3 spacious
cabin-suites are fully equipped with king-sized beds
and all the comforts you need while cruising this vast
archipelago.
The main deck is fitted spacious day lounges perfect
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Activities |
The destinations of Komodo and Raja Ampat – offer two
completely different experiences.
Komodo – steeped in mystery this Jurassic island teeming with virgin reefs and unimaginable underwater
marine life , above water the pink sandy beaches and
rugged coastline offer breath-taking scenery, private

coves and the infamous komodo dragons.
Raja Ampat - Raja Ampat, located on the northwest tip
of the Bird’s Head Peninsula of West Papua and translates to “Four Kings”. Its name Raja Ampat derives
from local mythology of four kings that occupy the four
main islands of; Salawati, Batanta, Waigeo and Misool.
A truly breathtaking archipelago made up of over 1,500
tiny islands and hosting thousands of species of bird,
plant and animals some of which are endemic to the
region. Cenderawasih Bay, the largest marine national
park in Indonesia.
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Jakarta |
Located on the northern coast of West
Java, it is the center of government, commerce and industry and has an extensive
communications network with the rest of
the country and the outside world. Strategically positioned in the archipelago, the
city is also the principal gateway to the rest
of Indonesia. The capital city spreads over
more than 650 sq km and is home to more
than 8 million inhabitants. It is a metropolitan city with modern western architecture
and traditional Indonesian culture offering
facilities for visitors from around the
world.

Mandarin Oriental Jakarta
The Mandarin Oriental Jakarta is a tranquil oasis in one of the
world’s busiest cities.
LOCATION |
Located on M.H. Thamrin Street, in the centre of Jakarta’s financial and diplomatic district.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 272 rooms and suites equipped with air - conditioner,
LCD TV, DVD / CD player, IDD phone, high-speed internet access,
large in room safes, coffee and tea making facilities, hair dryer,
24-hour room service, mini bar and bathroom amenities.
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Jakarta |
Four Seasons Jakarta
In the heart of Jakarta’s central business district, Four Seasons
Hotel is a tranquil retreat within tropical gardens. Modern architecture enfolds light-filled interiors accented by Indonesian antiques and contemporary art, creating a sense of spacious living
unparalleled in the city.
LOCATION |
Conveniently located in the heart of the business district.
ACCOMMODATION |
320 guest rooms that are among the most expansive in the city.
Every room has its own private balcony opening to panoramic
views of downtown or the Hotel’s garden.

The Ritz-Carlton Jakarta
Sojourn to the bustling capital of the Republic of Indonesia,
and take in its many distinct natural, historical and cultural opportunities. The Ritz-Carlton, Jakarta welcomes visitors to the
fascinating mix of old and new that defines this burgeoning metropolis.
LOCATION |
Centre of Mega Kuningan business district.
ACCOMMODATION |
333 luxurious accommodations. All rooms feature high-speed Internet, LCD TV, IDD telephones, sunken marble bath with double
vanity and marble shower.

JW Marriott Hotel
With its urbane elegance, hushed tones and tranquil touches,
the JW Marriott Hotel Jakarta indulges guests in a remarkable
blend of comfort, beauty and service. Unusually spacious guest
rooms hold the secret to contentment with thoughtful appointments.
LOCATION |
Set in the Golden Business Triangle of Mega Kuningan.
ACCOMMODATION |
297 rooms and 36 suites offer luxurious new bedding with plush
down comforters and cotton-rich linens.
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| Jakarta
Pullman Jakarta Indonesia
Pullman Jakarta Indonesia is strategically located in the heart
of Jakarta’s bustling financial, entertainment, and shopping districts.
LOCATION |
The hotel is within walking distance of one of South East Asia’s
largest shopping and entertainment complexes. It is very close
to commercial buildings, banks and major embassies. Soekarno
Hatta International Airport is approximately one hour drive away.
ACCOMMODATION |
It offers 427 guest rooms and suites in two wings, the Main Tower
and the Pullman Tower, along with panoramic views of Jakarta and
the height of luxury and comfort. The guest rooms feature modern
technology including Wi-Fi internet and cable internet connections.

Alila Jakarta
Conceived as a haven of relaxation and contemporary style, Alila
Jakarta offers a cool, modern retreat for young urbanites and
executives. The hotel’s clean, modern lines embrace an abstractminimalist interior, in keeping with the emergent energy of Jakarta.
LOCATION |
Located 45 minutes away from Soekarno Hatta international Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 249 rooms equipped with air - conditioner, mini bar,
in-room safe, IDD telephone, TV, wireless internet access, DVD
player.

Hotel Santika Premiere Jakarta
With its distinctive yet unimposing Indonesian ambience, Hotel
Santika Premiere Jakarta offers unsurpassed facilities, a choice
of restaurants and friendly, helpful staff.
LOCATION |
Situated in the business triangle of West Jakarta, Hotel Santika
Premiere Jakarta is only 30 minutes from Soekarno-Hatta International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 275 rooms feature wireless broadband internet access, safe deposit box, mini bar, coffee/tea making facilities, hair dryer, cable TV,
24-hour room service, same-day valet and laundry service.
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Jakarta |
Novotel Jakarta Mangga Dua Square
Novotel Jakarta Mangga Dua Square targets international and
domestic business travellers and the Indonesian leisure market
on weekends and holidays. The Novotel is attached to Mangga
Dua Square complex with a wide variety of food, fashion, and
electronic shops.
LOCATION |
The Novotel Jakarta Mangga Dua Square is strategically located
in North Jakarta’s famous district for business, shopping and entertainment.
ACCOMMODATION |
Showcasing stunning 363 guest rooms, it features bathroom with
shower cubicle, free WiFi internet access, coffee/tea making facilities, international direct dial telephone, electronic in-room
safe, executive writing desk, flat screen TV, international television channels, mini fridge, sofa, bathrobes and slippers and hairdryer.

Ibis Jakarta Slipi
Ibis Jakarta Slipi features 338 rooms and suites and is strategically located in West Jakarta, only five minutes from the central
business district, close to the Jakarta Convention Centre, Shopping Centre and easily accessible from the International Airport.
The hotel also offers two restaurants, a barbecue terrace area,
a bar, a swimming pool and a health club.
LOCATION |
It is about 40 minutes from the Soekarno-Hatta International Airport with easy access to the business area of Jakarta and a 5 min
utes from shopping malls.
ACCOMMODATION |
There are 338 rooms which feature satellite TV, air-conditioning,
work desk, tea/coffee making facilities. They are modern and
cosy, with a comfortable bed and a functional bathroom.
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| Yogyakarta
Hyatt Regency Yogyakarta
Hyatt Regency Yogyakarta Hotel is situated in the scenic outskirts
of north western Yogyakarta, elegantly set in 24 hectares of
beautifully landscaped hotel gardens. The idyllic location of the
hotel affords stunning views of Mount Merapi. Seribu Mountain
and Java’s beautiful landscape.
LOCATION |
Situated in Yogyakarta 7 kilometres from city centre.
ACCOMMODATION |
269 Guest Rooms & Suites, IDD phone, bathrobe and slipper set,
hair dryer, coffee & tea making facilities, mini bar, Regency
Club.

Melia Purosani
In the heartland of Javanese culture, the Melia Purosani marks
the pinnacle of hospitality. All rooms are designed to offer comfort and grandeur with gorgeous views of the lush tropical garden
or city. The hotel also features a range of restaurants and bars
offering delightful dining options that will satiate any appetite.
LOCATION |
Filled with immense Javanese charm, the Melia Purosani is a cosy
hotel that is conveniently nestled in the centre of Yogyakarta.
The hotel stands a short distance from the airport and is moments
from many popular attractions, including the souvenir paradise
of Malioboro shopping district, the ancient Hindu relics of Prambanan Temples, and the Sultan’s Palace.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features 32” satellite TV with 50 national and international channels, electronic door locks, internet access, international direct dial
telephones, writing desk, safe deposit box, tea and coffee making
facilities, mini bar, individually controlled air-conditioning, bathroom
with hair-dryer, bathroom amenities, and slippers.

Sheraton Mustika Yogyakarta Resort and Spa
Enjoy unique Javanese ambiance and warm service during a stay
at the Sheraton Mustika Yogyakarta Resort and Spa. It is located
close to numerous cultural attractions such as the world heritage
Borobudur Temple and the Sultan’s Palace.
LOCATION |
In Yogyakarta close to famous sights such as Borobudur.
ACCOMMODATION |
246 guest rooms and suites featuring Sheraton Sweet Sleeper (SM)
bed, coffee making facilities, iron and ironing boards and High
Speed Internet Access.
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Bandung |
Hyatt Regency Bandung
The Hyatt Regency Bandung is a luxury five star hotel in the highland city of Bandung. The hotel is an ideal business address for
travellers and corporate meetings alike. The hotel offers stylish
Indonesian decor and noteworthy artworks that complement rich
amenities. From the rooms guests have a spectacular view of the
mountain and the city.
LOCATION |
20 minutes drive to Bandung airport and 10 minutes to the Bandung railway station.
ACCOMMODATION |
252 rooms & suites, individual air conditioning control, cable/
satellite TV channels, in room safe, mini bar, high-speed internet
access, 24-hour room service.

Sheraton Bandung Hotel & Towers
High on the slopes at Dago Valley, Sheraton Bandung Hotel &
Towers is surrounded by picturesque mountains and stunning city
scenery. It is just minutes away from the main business district
and has an abundance of fresh mountain air, and resort-styled
facilities.
LOCATION |
30 minutes from the Hussein Sastranegara airport, approximately 20 minutes from the train station.
ACCOMMODATION |
154 guest rooms, tower rooms and suites, Sheraton Sweet
Sleeper(SM) bed, coffee and tea maker, iron/ironing
board, in room safe, hair dryer, mini bar.

Savoy Homann Bidakara Hotel
The Savoy Homann Bidakara Hotel offers all the luxury standards
and facilities that the discerning traveller requires. Discover a
unique combination of style, elegance and tropical nature with
today’s modern luxury standards and facilities.
LOCATION |
In Bandung city centre.
ACCOMMODATION |
185 guest rooms in different categories, bathroom, bathtub /
shower combination, tea / coffee maker, hair dryer, mini bar /
refrigerator, satellite television, air - conditioning.
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| Medan
JW Marriott Hotel
The JW Marriott Hotel Medan is offering the ultimate luxury for
discerning travellers. It’s conveniently located close to the airport making it perfect for business and leisure guests. The hotel
offers all modern amenities along with luxurious international
services.
LOCATION |
A short 6 kilometres drive from Medan airport, 12 kilometres
from the bus station.
ACCOMMODATION |
287 guest rooms offering breathtaking views, contemporary furnishings, luxurious bedding, mini bar, hair dryer, separate bath and
shower, 37” - 42” flat-panel TV.

Soechi International Hotel
The hotel is located at the heart of the business district of
Medan, near to the shopping centres and the bustling city centre.
LOCATION |
3 kilometres from Medan airport, conveniently located in the
city centre, close to a variety of restaurants.
ACCOMMODATION |
247 rooms provided with modern and contemporary amenities,
air conditioning, television, telephones, refrigerator, mini bar
and coffee maker. Each suite bathrooms are complemented with
shower, bath tub, bathrobes and hair dryer.

Tiara Medan Hotel & Convention Center
Tiara Medan Hotel is located right in the downtown area of
Medan. For the business travellers and tourists, Tiara Medan
Hotel offers first class facilities.
LOCATION |
Located in the downtown area of Medan and only 8 minutes away
from Polonia Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 175 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning,
IDD telephone, broadband internet, TV, in house movies/music/
radio, mini bar and fridge and coffee/tea making facilities.
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Lombok |
The Oberoi Lombok
The Oberoi, Lombok is a hideaway with acres of tropical gardens,
shimmering ocean and golden sands along a private beach. Lush
rainforests, sparkling blue ocean views and beautiful beaches
accompany you as you arrive at this idyllic garden resort. It has
an intimate ambience, with thatched-roof villas and terraced
pavilions dotting 24 acres of tropical gardens.
LOCATION |
Traveling from Lombok International Airport takes 1hour 45 minutes for 79 km to reach The Oberoi, Lombok.
ACCOMMODATION |
Every villa has a separate bedroom, bathroom, courtyard with
rock pond, raised dining pavilion and terrace with either garden
or ocean views. Interior decoration throughout is clean-lined and
harmonious with generous use of teak, richly woven carpets and
Indonesian artefacts for character. It features satellite television
& DVD player, Broadband internet access, electronic safe, direct
dial telephone with voice mail, personal bar, iPod docking, 24
hrs room service.

Sheraton Senggigi Beach Resort
The Sheraton Senggigi Beach Resort is an idyllic tropical retreat
in Lombok. Enjoy a comfortable getaway amidst plentiful sun,
sand, and surf. Ideally located on Senggigi Beach, the lush western coast of Lombok, the resort is just a short walking distance
of the town’s shops, restaurant and bars.
LOCATION |
Located on Senggigi Beach and is 20-minute drive from the Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Feature 154 guest rooms featuring private balcony or terrace,
each room is equipped with in room safe, plasma screen TV, DVDCD player, and 24 hours room service.

Sudamala Suites & Villa

Located right where the soft sand meets the sea, on the front
row of every spectacular sunset, Sudamala Suites & Villas, Senggigi offers each guest who covets a tropical sanctuary a dwelling
where time stands still.
LOCATION |
Sudamala Suites & Villas is located just over 16km from Teluk
Nara or 50km from Lombok International Airport, both a scenic
road trip along lush paddy fields and dramatic coast lines.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each spacious suite features a private balcony or terrace. A flatscreen satellite TV, mini bar and tea/coffee-making facilities are
provided. Some suites feature an outdoor bathroom.
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| Lombok
Hotel Tugu Lombok
Hotel Tugu Lombok is located on the pristine, miles and miles of
virgin white sand beach of Sire, on the northwest coast of the
island. Neighbouring this tropical haven is a beautiful 18 hole-golf
course and virgin landscapes, traditional thatched roofed huts
and empty green fields where local life continues in today’s age
much the same as it has for centuries. The land comprises six
hectares of mature palm plantations, facing the open ocean and
the sunrise of Mount Rinjani with its breathtaking views.
LOCATION |
Bangsal Harbor (4.3 mi / 6.9 km)
ACCOMMODATION |
It features flat screen TV, home theater in Bhagavat Gita suites,
iPod player, sumptuous bathtubs, rain shower, in-room safe, air
conditioning, bathrobes, hair dryer, mini bar, slippers, telephone,
umbrellas, English newspaper, complimentary mineral water and
complimentary tropical fruit set up.

Novotel Lombok
The Novotel Lombok is an architectural masterpiece built in the
style of a traditional Sasak village, on the shores of the crystal
blue lagoon famous for the legend of the Mandalika Princess. The
lush tropical gardens will lead you to the resort’s rooms luxurious
bungalows beautifully decorated using coconut wood and natural
colors.
LOCATION |
Located 60 minutes away from the airport, right on the white
sand beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 100 rooms equipped with air conditioning, coffee & tea
maker, IDD telephone, Wi Fi internet access, in room safe, mini
bar and television.

| Moyo Island
Amanwana
Amanwana (peaceful forest) is the only resort located on the
island of Moyo, a nature reserve east of Bali. Set on a beach
in a secluded cove overlooking the Flores Sea, Amanwana is a
wilderness hideaway with accommodation in luxury tents.
LOCATION |
Moyo is a nature and marine reserve 15 kilometres off the
coast of Sumbawa, east of Bali.
ACCOMMODATION |
The camp’s 20 luxury tents are set under a canopy of tropical forest. Each 58-square-metre tent is constructed on a solid foundation from which rise wooden walls with large picture windows. Inside, the air-conditioned tents feature Indonesian island artwork,
hard wood flooring, a spacious sitting area with facing divans, a
king-size bed, a writing desk and a large bathroom. Sand paths
link the tents to one another and lead to the beach, the dining
room and reception. The tents are identical the only difference
between the two categories is location.
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Bali |

Menjangan Island
Singaraja

Ferry to Java Island

Tedjakula

Pemuteran
Gilimanuk Harbour

Tembok

Lovina
Kintamani

Batar Lake

Munduk

Tulamben
Amed

Negara
Beratan Lake

Amlapura

Pekutatan

Bali Map
Provincial Capital
Town

Candidasa
Padangboi Habour

Diving Site
Dolphin Area

Legian
Kuta

Sanur

Tuban

Nusa Lembongan
Nusa Penida Island

Bali Airport
Jimbaran
Uluwatu

The island of the Gods offers beautiful coral beaches
with a spectacular backdrop of majestic mountains and tranquil lakes. The Balinese are deeply
religious people and disciplined in the traditions
of their ancient ways and artistically gifted.

Ferry to Lombok Island

DENPASAR

Canggu
Kerobokan
Seminyak

Beach
Surfing Area

Manggis

Ubud

Tabanan

Tanjung Benoa
Nusa Dua

It is one of the world’s most popular island
destinations with many attractions and activities
for various travellers, from backpacker to the
first class traveller. With world-class surfing and
diving, a large number of cultural, historical and

archaeological attractions and an enormous
range of accommodation the island ensures
a unique holiday experience.

Bali - Nusa Dua|
Grand Hyatt Bali
The Grand Hyatt Bali is conceived as a ‘water palace’ with
spectacular landscaped gardens, five swimming pools and
lagoons surrounding low-rise Balinese style buildings.
LOCATION |
20 minutes from the International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
All 648 guest rooms feature individually controlled air - conditioning, room terrace, mini bar, safety boxes and hair dryers.

The Laguna Resort & Spa
Enjoy the intimacy of a boutique resort offering the highest level
of personalised service to discerning travellers. Located in the
exclusive Nusa Dua resort area, a tranquil haven of tropical gardens, sparkling lagoons and luxurious accommodation awaits
the guests.
LOCATION |
Located just 15 minutes from the Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
271 rooms/suites.
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| Bali - Nusa Dua
Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort
Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua offers one ballroom, five meeting rooms,
three restaurants, one bar and lounge. In the restaurant local
culinary tradition is imaginatively combined with French gastronomy.
LOCATION |
Situated on a private beach in Nusa Dua, the resort is within
easy reach of the Bali International Convention Center, Nusa Dua
Beach, and Pasifika Museum. Also nearby are Bali Nusa Dua Theater and Bali Collection shopping centre.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 415 rooms feature air conditioning, free in-room mineral water, safe deposit box, TV with on-screen billing info, automatic
temperature control, crib in room, manual temperature control,
Wi-Fi, work desk, coffee/tea making facilities, iron and mini bar.

Grand Nikko Bali
Nikko Bali is a diamond luxury resort uniquely and dramatically
perched above a 40 meter cliff face overlooking the stunning
180° view over the azure Indian Ocean. The resort embraces the
mystique of Bali, with its bewildering natural charm, beauty &
culture.
LOCATION |
Located on the southern part of Nusa Dua. It is 25 minutes drive
from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
Features 386 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning
units.

Nusa Dua Beach Hotel & Spa
The tranquility of the resort spreads over 23 acres with an oasis
of tropical gardens and sundrenched shores. Nusa Dua Beach Hotel & Spa features all the elegance of a Balinese palace, exposing
the beauty of local culture, yet offering modern amenities and
convenience for a perfect beach getaway.
LOCATION |
Nusa Dua is a renowned elite area on the southern peninsula of
Bali, approximately 15 minutes away from Ngurah Rai International Airport (DPS) and within easy travelling distance to major
tourist attractions.
ACCOMMODATION |
After completing a recent multi-million dollar refurbishment,
the resort now boasts 382 guestrooms offering stunning views of
meticulously manicured tropical gardens or vistas of the ocean
from the terrace or balcony.
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Bali - Nusa Dua |
The Westin Resort
The Westin Resort Nusa Dua is a beautiful resort complex in the
southernmost tip of Bali. Beautifully manicured gardens surround
the hotels, shopping gallery, restaurants and bars. An internationally acclaimed championship golf course and a superlative
lawn bowling green add to the area’s charm. Recreation options
include three pools, a variety of water sports, four floodlit tennis
courts and gym.
LOCATION |
Located in a secluded enclave with access control by private security, and just 10 kilometers from Bali’s international airport
and 25 minutes from the chic and vivacious Kuta, Legian, and
Seminyak districts.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each of the 342 newly refurbished and spaciously appointed
rooms and suites with own private balcony; room amenities include Westin’s innovative Heavenly Bed®, Wi Fi, flat screen TV,
sofa and coffee table, in room electronic safe, deluxe bathroom
amenities.

Rama Hotels & Resorts
Rama Hotels & Resorts also known as Ramayana & Co is a local
hotel management company that manages and owns Ramayana
Resort & Spa, Rama Beach Resort & Villas, Rama Candidasa Resort & Spa, Kuta Seaview Boutique Resort & Spa and Rama Garden Hotel - all located in Bali.
Ramayana Resort & Spa |
Located in the heart of Kuta, Bali. Its well landscaped garden
features various koi pools with cascading water features.
There are 6 different categories of rooms which are furnished
and decorated in contemporary Balinese décor and provided
with the most modern facilities.

Rama Candidasa Resort & Spa |
Located in the eastern part of Bali with private beach front and
beach terrace above the sea. The resort offers tranquility, ocean
breezes and a romantic atmosphere for nature lovers. It consists
of well appointed air-conditioned bungalows and main wings, artistically furnished and decorated with contemporary Balinese
décor and featuring modern facilities.

The Balé
Nestled on a breezy swept hill in fashionable Nusa Dua, The Balé is a
unique sanctuary where serenity and solitude is ultimate in any way.
Cherish intimacy in one of the 29 stylish pavilions with the indulgence of a private pool, generous daybed under a pillared veranda
and lush garden. A team of butlers is available at all times to provide
every requirement in a discreet service manner. Bask in the elegant
simplicity of the space and the warmth of the friendly family. The
Team will bring the guests into the delight of pure balance of body,
mind and spirit. To ensure that the guests are able to rediscover
their inner harmony, the Balé does not accommodate children below
16 years old.
LOCATION |
12 km away from Ngurah Rai Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
29 stylish pavilions, private pool, personal butler service, coffee/
tea making facilities, mini bar, Hi Fi sound system, hair dryer,
in- and outdoor shower, internet access.
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| Bali - Nusa Dua
The Mulia Bali
With stunning beach frontage along Nusa Dua’s bay, the Mulia
evokes a relaxed yet polished sensibility. Guests of the hotel
can enjoy on-site features like tours, coffee shop, restaurant,
nightclub, and poolside bar.
LOCATION |
Only 10km away, this 5-star hotel can be easily accessed from
the airport. The hotel also enjoys close proximity to Bali Golf
and Country Club, Mengiat Beach, and Bali Collection.
ACCOMMODATION |
From expansive and elegant suites to distinct lounge and oceanfront pools, the Mulia’s luxury accommodations truly exceed
expectations for style, comfort, and service. It features air
conditioning, welcome amenities, mini bar, coffee/tea maker,
bathrobes, slippers, balcony, private bathroom, jetted bathtub,
bidet, hair dryer, 42-inch flat-screen TV, IPod docking station,
desk, ergonomic chair, direct-dial phone, in-room safe and electronic/magnetic keys.

Ayodya Resort Bali
The resort is designed to resemble a Balinese water palace in the
grandest possible manner. Stone statues, fountains, carved relief
and lagoon pools abound throughout the hotel, depicting mythical characters from the great Ramayana epic.
LOCATION |
Situated on the beach in Nusa Dua close to Mengiat Beach, Nusa
Dua Beach, and Bali Collection Shopping Centre. Additional attractions include Pasifika Museum and Bali Nusa Dua Theater.
ACCOMMODATION |
All 541 air-conditioned rooms are lavishly appointed with a luxurious full bath, broadband Internet, and private balcony. They
feature air-conditioning, balcony / deck, 32-inch flat screen TV,
coffee & tea maker, Internet connectivity in room, Ironing board,
mini bar, cable television and movies, hairdryer, shaver outlets,
spacious bathroom (tub and shower), sofa and coffee table, IDD
telephone, in-house music and slippers.

Kayumanis Nusa Dua
Famous for its stretches of long white sandy beaches and upscale
resort facilities, Nusa Dua is also home to the exclusive world of
Kayumanis. Kayumanis Nusa Dua Private Villas & Spa is a serene
setting of quiet sophistication and understated elegance.
LOCATION |
A convenient 30-minute drive from the airport, the Nusa Dua enclave is the ideal location for seasoned travellers’ who enjoy a
lifestyle of privilege, sophistication, and utmost privacy.
ACCOMMODATION |
Every Kayumanis villa is luxuriously appointed in exceptionally
themed interiors providing every guest an opportunity to choose
the setting best suited for one’s individual preference or planned
holiday style. Each tastefully furnished as a blend of ethnic, modern, and traditional aesthetic influences creating the perfect escapes from the harshness of living in today’s urban jungle.
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Bali - Nusa Dua |
Amanusa
Amanusa sits on a garden hillside in southern Bali where there is
an abundance of bustling streets lined with shops, roadside stalls
offering traditional Indonesian fare, and white sand beaches providing endless photo opportunities. This region offers an exciting
opportunity to glimpse how the contemporary and the classic are
intertwined on this legendary island.
LOCATION |
Amanusa is 20 minutes away from Denpasar airport, and both
Amandari and Amankila are within easy reach for multiple
resort breaks.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 35 thatched-roof suites enjoy a sensuous tropical setting and
consummate privacy. Walkways connect the suites to guest facilities
and offer easy access to the neighbouring golf course and the Beach
Club, located ten minutes away on the coast.

Novotel Bali
In the heart of the gated resort community of Nusa Dua, the Novotel offers 188 luxuriously appointed rooms and residences. The
resort is surrounded by an 18- hole golf course and offers resort
facilities including a pool lagoon, beach club, Kids Club, Spa and
a restaurant, as well as a conference room for business guests.
LOCATION |
30 minutes away from Ngurah Rai Airport .
ACCOMODATION |
Features 188 luxuriously appointed rooms and residences.

The St. Regis Bali Resort
Tranquillity and barefoot elegance entwine on the soft, sandy
beaches of Nusa Dua. Swim through the calm blue lagoon and
savour the feeling of a lavishly appointed private residence - this
St. Regis address is like no other.
LOCATION |
20 minutes drive from the airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Revel in the spacious luxury of 123 suites and villas, each beautifully appointed with handcrafted Balinese art, inviting balconies
and large marble bathrooms. All guest rooms feature finely appointed marble bathrooms, walk in wardrobes and plush robes,
as well as the latest entertainment technologies.
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| Bali - Nusa Dua
Courtyard by Marriott Bali at Nusa Dua
The hotel is located along the stunning coast of southern Bali and
minutes away from the tranquil and pristine white sand beaches
of Nusa Dua. The idyllic paradise destination is perfect for those
wanting romance, relaxation or a family vacation. Make memories at the lagoon swimming pool, pamper yourself at the health
club and spa, or take long romantic walks on the beach.
LOCATION |
Minutes from an assortment of shops, entertainment and local
cuisine at Bali Collection. Water sports and marine activities are
readily available in Benoa within a 10 minutes’ drive.
ACCOMMODATION |
250 guest rooms and suites feature private outdoor spaces, modern
decor, high-speed Internet and flat-screen TVs, luxurious bedding,
plush bathrobes and slippers, contemporary and spacious marble
bathrooms featuring rain showers or large bathtubs.

| Bali - Tuban
The Sandi Phala
This stunning boutique hotel is set within a shady tropical garden
that gently spills on to a secluded private beach of soft white
sand. Its concept was to create a hidden world in keeping with
tradition and in tune with nature, simple yet luxurious, exotic
and romantic. Offering much more than just the amenities of
a hotel, the hotel are proud to present the guests with a rare
and blissful lifestyle experience of uncompromising quality and
unsurpassed personal service.
LOCATION |
The Sandi Phala Beach Resort and Ma Joly restaurant is a 15-minute walk to Discovery and Kuta Square shopping malls and a
10-minute drive to the Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features traditional Javanese decoration for the bedroom,
LCD TV, iPod dock, DVD/CD with CD collections, individually
controlled air conditioning, in room safe, complimentary mini
bar, IDD telephone, wireless internet connection, tea and coffee facilities, bathroom amenities and 24 hours Guest Personal
Assistance service.
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Bali - Seminyak |
The Oberoi Bali
The Oberoi Bali is a wonderfully secluded cluster of luxury villas
set in 15 acres of tropical gardens on Seminyak Beach. Built in
traditional Balinese style, you can relax in charming thatched
roof villas with private pools, unique garden bathrooms and exquisite interiors featuring Balinese art.
LOCATION |
It is located on Seminyak beach. The resort is 9 kilometres north
from Bali’s Ngurah Rai international Airport and 15 kilometres
from Denpasar city, the capital of Bali province.
ACCOMMODATION |
All rooms and villas feature satellite flat screen television & DVD
player, wireless internet access, electronic safe, personal bar, iPod
docking station, 24 hour room service. All bedrooms are furnished
with teak and Balinese artefacts. Bathrooms are glass-walled with
sunken baths that look out on to private walled courtyard gardens.

The Seminyak A Premium Beach Resort
The Seminyak Beach Resort and Spa is stylish beachfront resort
that represents a new era in Bali’s evolving hospitality industry.
The property is all about tropical sophistication with a choice of
elegantly appointed guest rooms, suites and villas designed to
accommodate the needs of today’s savvy travelers.
LOCATION |
The resort is within easy walking distance of a number of popular
places of interest, such as Petitenget Temple. The resort is also
conveniently located only 30 minutes’ drive from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It offers 30 garden wing rooms, 38 beach wing rooms, 26 Suites, 2
Penthouses, and 11 private villas. Each room is essentially modern
in design but accentuated by Balinese artistry. They feature rain
shower, 42″ LCD TV, satellite channel, DVD player, Wi-Fi internet
connection, safety deposit box, IDD phone call, hairdryer, mini bar,
IPods docking station, tea/coffee making facilities, air conditioning,
private balcony and choices of pillows.

The Samaya Seminyak Bali
Seminyak is an increasingly popular area of luxury shops, restaurants and hotels on the west coast of Bali, just north of Kuta and
Legian. It is also home to The Samaya Seminyak, where the spa,
the restaurant, the gardens the near Olympic-sized pool – everything faces the shimmering Indian Ocean.
LOCATION |
The Samaya Seminyak, offers the prime location at the beach
front of Seminyak beach with spectacular, unobstructed ocean
views and arguably the finest view of the town’s famous sunset.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 23 Pool Villas, and 7 Royal Pavilion Villas are set on the beachside part of the property alongside of the famous Seminyak Beach.
Whilst our 22 Royal Courtyard Villasin a peaceful village courtyard
setting, favoured by many, as they are larger with quaint tropical
gardens and a good size lap pool, are just located a few minutes
away by way of a golf buggy ride across the street.
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| Bali - Seminyak
Elysian Boutique Villa Hotel
Luxuriate in the seclusion of a self contained one bedroom Seminyak villa with private pool and tropical garden while being
spoilt with the services and facilities of a luxury hotel including,
of course, twenty four hour room service.
LOCATION |
The Elysian is just a few minutes from Bali’s most famous beach.
Tucked-away in a peaceful, winding side street, The Elysian is
moments from the heart of Bali’s most vibrant shopping and eating area and it’s trendiest street.
ACCOMMODATION |
The hotel rooms are refreshingly different because they’re villas.
They feature IDD telephone, mini bar, tea and coffee making facilities, safe deposit box, hairdryer, bathrobes and slippers, bathroom
amenities, complimentary Wi-Fi internet access, HD LCD TV, Apple
TV, iPod Nano and Bose SoundDock system.

The Legian Bali

This prime stretch of golden sand adjacent to the island’s chicest
shops and Asia’s most stylish nightlife is merely the irresistible
beginning of what sets The Legian Bali apart from other hotels.
Against a backdrop of enduring modern architecture and swaying
coconut palms, stunning sunsets enhance memories made inside
all 67 understated suites.
LOCATION |
Ngurah Rai International Airport (DPS) is located in Kuta about
15 km from the hotel or approximately 25-35 minutes by car.
ACCOMMODATION |
Sixty-seven sea-facing suites plus The Beach House spread generously
along Seminyak’s iconic beachfront. While Studio Suites are far above
anyone’s notion of standard, upgrades include the larger One Bedroom
Deluxe Suites, Two Bedroom Suites and our luxurious Specialty Suites.
All extend to generous multiple balconies with unobstructed sunsets and
offer complimentary Wi-Fi Internet, a Smart LED TV, Bose sound system,
iPod dock and Apple Video iPods for guests’ personal use.

Anantara Seminyak Bali
Discover the joys of Bali’s upscale enclave at Anantara Seminyak Resort & Spa. Awaken to the rustle of a sea breeze through
coconut palms. Toast the world famous Seminyak sunsets from
your private balcony. Dive into Balinese culture and unique island
discoveries from this sought after stretch of shore.
LOCATION |
It is located just 30 minutes drive from Ngurah Rai International
Airport. The resort location has emerged as the island’s trendsetting hub; a place where leading bars, shops and restaurants
dot the shoreline while natural wonders such as inland mountains, rivers and villages are just a short drive away.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each room is stylishly designed with a combination of local wood and
elegant glasswork. Every suite comes equipped with the signature
Jacuzzi terrazzo tub big enough for two, while a living area complete
with satellite TV, broadband internet and outdoor lounges make for
one of the finest Bali hotels.
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Bali - Seminyak |
W Retreat & Spa Bali
On the legendary beaches of Seminyak, experience the juxtaposition of traditional Balinese mythology and W Hotel’s invigorating
energy and dynamic aesthetics.
LOCATION |
The hotel is located within strolling distance to Bali’s hippest boutiques, eclectic galleries, restaurants and clubs.
ACCOMMODATION |
There are 237 Retreats, Suites, and Villas, all designed with W signature chic and innovative touches offering spectacular views of
the ocean or gardens. They feature iPod docking station, 40-inch
TV, plush pillow-top mattress, goose down feather duvet, rainforest shower, dual vanity basins, bathrobe, hairdryer, dual-line phone
speaker and voicemail capabilities, coffee making facilities, work
desk, iron and ironing board, safety deposit box, wireless internet
access in guest rooms.

The Club at The Legian Bali
The Club at The Legian is a haven in which to retreat and enjoy exquisitely formed spaces set amidst tropical gardens. It is conveniently
located right across from The Legian Bali, and is set within its own
private compound.
LOCATION |
Located only 25-minute drive from the airport, close to shopping
centres trendy boutiques and upmarket restaurants, 30 min drive
from championship golf course and 1 hour drive from Ubud.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each of the 11 villas are located in their own private compound
with pool and come with every amenity imaginable, from private
car services to The Club’s private lounge and 28-metre lap pool as
well as a personal butler service. They feature LCD flat screen TV,
Bose Lifestyle entertainment system, two iPod units with Bose Sound
Dock, complimentary broadband and Wi-Fi internet access, coffee
machine and tea-making facilities, 24-hour in-room dining and Acqua di Parma bathroom amenities.

Kanishka Villas at Seminyak
Villa Seminyak Estate & Spa is situated in Seminyak Area at Jln
Baik Baik. The true essence of Balinese culture immediately
greets you as you arrive at the resort, with the outdoor and indoor seamlessly blending as one.
LOCATION |
Located in a strategic location, only 25-minutes drive from the
International airport, close to shopping centres, trendy boutiques and upmarket restaurants, 30 min drive from championship golf course, 1 hour drive from Ubud -the central part of Bali.
ACCOMMODATION
The villas offer the finest luxury accommodation and are a perfect
choice for families, friends or couples. They feature air conditioning, minibar, private bathroom, complimentary toiletries, hair
dryer, 29-inch TV, satellite TV channels, free Wi-Fi, direct-dial
phone, refrigerator, complimentary bottled water, daily housekeeping and in-room safe. In rooms massage is also available.
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| Bali - Seminyak
The One Boutique Villa
The One Villas is a luxury Bali villa-resort located in Bali’s trendy
Seminyak area that offers 6 stylish and full service Bali villas. Just a few minutes away from one of Bali’s most famous
stretches of golden sand beach, international restaurants and
shopping boutiques, these uniquely designed Bali luxury villas
are secluded from the crowded areas of Kuta.
LOCATION |
The most visited tourist spots are Kuta, Legian, and Seminyak,
along with the eastern coastal town of Sanur only 30 minutes
away.
ACCOMMODATION |
All bedrooms are 40 square metres in size and include television
cabinet, writing desk with vanity mirror, day bed sofa, private electronic safety box and walk in closets. The bathrooms feature separate shower and bathtub, sink vanity and an en-suite bathroom.

The Royal Beach Seminyak Bali - MGallery Collection
Situated on the exclusive Seminyak Beach, the Sofitel Seminyak
Bali is set on 4.5 hectares of tropical gardens. Along with two
stunning pools, guests can completely immerse themselves in the
exotic atmosphere of Bali.
LOCATION |
20 minutes from Ngurah Rai Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
all 128 rooms feature a private balcony with impressive tropical
garden views.
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Bali - Seminyak |
The Amala
In the ancient Sanskrit language Amala means pure and unspoiled. The small and discreet Amala offers its guests an oasis of
tranquility, a world away from the stresses of daily life.
At the heart – and soul – of the resort’s lush and peaceful grounds
stands a modern holistic spa with one of the widest and most creative ranges of treatments in Bali. The Amala is indeed pure and
unspoiled and the perfect place to switch off and let the body
and mind rejuvenate in blissful luxury.
LOCATION |
Located in the heart of Seminyak, 15 minutes from Ngurah Rai
International Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
Features 12 luxurious villas with private plunge jet pool – Jacuzzi, steam shower, in room safe, coffee & tea making facilities,
complimentary daily mini bar stock of soft drinks, complimentary
Wi Fi Internet connection, LCD TV and IPod docking system, DVD
player, hair dryer and butler service around the clock.

The Kayana Seminyak
The Kayana comprises of 24 private villas; each surrounded by
pristine gardens and positioned to offer tranquillity and total
seclusion. Spacious outdoor living and dining areas are combined
with lush natural surroundings, while well-appointed interiors
make a luxurious home away from home. Discreet yet attentive
service from a team of butlers takes care of every need.
LOCATION |
The Kayana Villa is close to TAKSU Bali Gallery, Seminyak Square,
and Legian Beach. Also nearby are Petitenget Temple and Batu
Belig Beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: Double canopy king size bed, air-conditioning, IDD telephone, hair dryer, slippers, Wi-Fi connection, personal bar, DVD &
selection of movies, 24 hours butler service, electronic safety deposit box, sound dock, spacious bathroom, Plasma TV, In villa dining,
hot water plunge pool, loaded iPod.
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The Wolas Villas & Spa
The Wolas Villas & Spa are designed in modern minimalist architecture with luxurious interiors. Glamorous entrance gates inspired by
sublime ancient temples, and Balinese miniscule gardens characterised by frangipani trees make for a relaxing and idyllic stay.
LOCATION |
Only 15 minutes’ drive from Ngurah Rai Airport and less than 30 minutes’
drive to destinations like Denpasar City and Sanur tourist resort.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 16 one-bedroom villas and 2 two-bedroom villas are suitable for
couples or families. Each villa is designed with a stylish interior and
is equipped with first-rate quality furnishings. Standard features include a private swimming pool, kitchen, dining area and living area.
Other facilities consist of 42-inch plasma TV, cable TV channel, inhouse entertainment, and WIFI Internet access.

Putu Bali Villas
Putu Bali Villa and Spa is made up of Balinese style villas set in a
tranquil and peaceful area of Seminyak.
LOCATION |
Putu Bali Villa & Spa is just a few minutes to the beach 15 minutes to the capital city of Denpasar, 30 minutes from the International Airport, close to international restaurants & entertainment
venues.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each villa comes with an open-air private bathroom, kitchen, private
verandah, television, and air conditioning. The villas comprise of one
bedroom and two bedroom villas and are set in beautiful and restive
tropical garden surroundings. The Villas are built in traditional Balinese style using natural materials such as wood and stone and are a
good example of their creativeness and skill with natural materials.

Maca Villas
Maca Villas offers private villas for two. Dip your toes into the
refreshing waters of your private pool. Lounge the morning away
on your outdoor sun bed. Feel the gentle caress of the afternoon
breeze as it drifts slowly over your villa.
LOCATION |
Located in Seminyak near to smart cafés, fashionable boutiques
and after dark hot-spots. Yet beneath the surface there is still a
rich culture and artistic heritage that permeates many aspects of
daily life on the island.
ACCOMMODATION |
All villas include LCD flat screen televisions with satellite channels,
iPod docking station, high speed internet, a well-equipped mini-bar,
IDD telephone, hair dryer, mini bar, tea/coffee making facilities and
in-room safety deposit box.
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Tony’s Villas
Tony’s Villas in Kerobokan is a perfect hideaway. Its verdant beautiful garden with lush vegetation is a beautiful backdrop and inspires holiday living.
LOCATION |
Located 30 minute’s drive from the Ngurah Rai airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Discover the charms of Seminyak and enjoy amicable services and
convenient living. The villas in Kerobokan are perfectly designed for
a luxurious hideaway while on vacation. They feature coffeemaker,
rooms for non-smokers and refrigerator.

The Breezes
Located centrally in hip and happening Seminyak. The curvaceous, tiered swimming pool stretches the length of the grounds
LOCATION |
Within the area, travellers surf the waves at Kuta Beach and
Canggu Beach, buy souvenirs at Denpasar Market or dine at the
seafood restaurants in Jimbaran Beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
All 130 rooms come with air conditioning, en-suite bathrooms
with shower, mini bar, cable TV, wireless internet connection, direct dial telephone, electronic safe, luxury toiletries,
200-thread-count linen sheets and cotton kimonos.

Puri Saron Seminyak Hotel & Villas
Nestled on the beach, Puri Saron Seminyak has the facilities and
location to help you to drop out or join in as your fancy takes
you.
LOCATION |
Puri Saron Seminyak Hotel is located in Seminyak.
ACCOMMODATION |
The hotel has 100 rooms, consisting of 59 Deluxe Rooms, 36 Bungalows and 5 Villas. The room facilities include AC, telephone,
TV with satellite channels, internet connection, refrigerator and
much more.
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Puri Santrian Hotel
The hotel keeps within the Balinese tradition of warmth and
generosity of spirit with our courteous and attentive staff devoted to making your stay with them one to remember.
LOCATION |
Situated along the coast of upscale Sanur.
ACCOMODATION |
Offers 34 Garden Wing rooms, 67 Beach Wing, 21 Bungalows,
Santrian Club Suites, Santrian Suite.

| Bali - Jimbaran
Kayumanis Jimbaran Private Estate
Kayumanis Private Estate is a collection of exclusive adult oriented one and two bedroom villas, a honeymoon suite and
owner’s residence each nestled within its own secluded walled
garden. With visual elements of traditional design depicted in
the thatched roof work, the villas accentuate natural lighting and
a sense of spaciousness emulating the Balinese concept of open
style living.
LOCATION |
Only 10 minutes from Ngurah Rai Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Featuring 21 villas equipped with air-conditioning, cable / satellite TV, fan, hairdryer, high speed internet access, and in-house
movie.

Ayana Resort & Spa
Dramatically perched on a bluff over looking the azure Indian
Ocean, the Ayana Resort and Spa embraces the mystique of Bali,
its bewitching natural beauty, and the inherent grace and hospitality of its people. The hotel welcomes guests with an unparalleled personal service to this exotic, lush and unique location.
The resort’s property is landscaped to mirror the surrounding native tropical flora.
LOCATION |
15 minutes drive from Ngurah Rai Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
Each of the 375 guest rooms and suites is decorated with Balinese - crafted furnishings and equipped with separate shower
and bathtub, hair dryer, scale, satellite TV, dual-line telephones,
data-port, in room safe, fully stocked refreshment and a mini bar.
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InterContinental Bali Resort
InterContinental Bali Resort is blessed with an endless stretch of
white sand beach overlooking the tranquil waters of Jimbaran
Bay. The property embraces 14 hectares of tropical landscape
that is a blend of indigenous flora, gentle waterways and stone
statues reflecting the island’s artistic heritage.
LOCATION |
It is located in a prestigious neighbourhood on the island’s southern coastline. It is conveniently positioned midway between the
private resort enclave of Nusa Dua and the vibrant tourist playground of Kuta. The resort is just a 10 minute drive from Ngurah
Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort features 418 guest rooms in three unique levels of accommodation. It features Balinese inspired rooms and suites that
showcase the island’s artistic legacy, spa-styled marble bathroom,
expansive private terrace, 37” flat screen television with DVD, digital
safety deposit box, and coffee & tea making facilities.

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay
Designed as a traditional Balinese village, this luxurious all-villa enclave spreads across 14 hectares (35 acres) of oceanfront in Bali,
giving resort guests direct access to the beach. Luxury villas – each
with a private plunge pool – terrace down a hillside woven with brilliant flowers and Balinese temples.
LOCATION |
Explore the nearby villages, discover Hindu temples, and celebrate
artistic traditions – including dance, sculpture, painting, leather
craft, metalwork and music. Exciting nightlife is just 30 minutes
away in Seminyak.
ACCOMMODATION |
Inspired by traditional Balinese architecture, the resort’s 147 villas
are housed within a private stone-walled courtyard featuring separate thatched-roof pavilions. Each villa includes indoor and outdoor
living areas, lush gardens, a private pool and a sun terrace. The
Resort’s nine residence villas are grand-scale homes. It features
wireless Internet access, Plasma/LCD TV, CD and DVD player with
Bose entertainment system, refrigerated private bar and hair dryer.

Belmond Jimbaran Puri Bali
Jimbaran Puri Bali is a luxury resort on the southern tip of Bali,
on the famous Jimbaran Bay.
LOCATION |
The hotel is 10 minutes from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
There are 64 Cottage Suites and Villas. It features: King-sized bed
and/or two twin beds, Large stone bath and separate walk-in shower, Private terrace with sunken pool, Widescreen LCD TV, a DVD
player and an iPod dock
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Rimba Jimbaran
Named after the Indonesian word for ‘forest’, RIMBA Jimbaran
Bali is a retreat offering stunning sunset views and innovative,
modern design amidst lush greenery and an abundance of water.
RIMBA’s entrance road winds through tall trees and tropical flora
so it is like entering a national park, with beautifully landscaped
gardens and six multi-leveled pools. World-class dining, 282 stylish rooms and suites, and the award-winning Thermes Marins Spa
make it the perfect sanctuary for a relaxing break, and a base
from which to explore Bali and nearby attractions.
LOCATION |
Distance from Ngurah Rai International Airport: 12 kilometres
(7.4 miles)
ACCOMMODATION |
It features complimentary high-speed internet, 47-inch flat-screen
TV, DVD, writing table, aromatherapy set, mini bar, and tea and
coffee making facilities.

Karma Jimbaran
40 expansive luxury pool villas of 1 - 6 bedrooms are elegantly
arranged on a gentle slope on Jimbaran Bay.
LOCATION |
Karma Jimbaran is located 20 minutes away from Ngurah Rai Airport and just steps away from Jimbaran Bay beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
40 expansive luxury pool villas are scattered on a verdant hillside
leading down to the tranquil waters of Jimbaran Bay. Each luxury
villa mixes with traditional elements and boasts superlative facilities and amenities. All luxury pool villas boast top of the line amenities including the latest LCD screen audiovisual systems, broadband
WiFi internet and top of the line SMEG appliances in the open plan
kitchen. The master bedrooms are dominated by four-poster canopy
beds and boast en-suite bathrooms with oversize tubs and double
vanities, while second bedrooms feature queen sized beds and both
indoor and outdoor showers.

Keraton Jimbaran Resort & Spa
Keraton Jimbaran Resort & Spa is an elegant beachfront property
set within a mature tropical garden and has direct access to the
pristine white sands of Jimbaran Bay.
LOCATION |
The resort is a charming beachfront property located in the traditional fishing village of Jimbaran.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features a collection of 102 guest rooms and private villas equipped
with private bathroom and balconies, individually controlled air conditioning, television, IDD telephone, safety box, mini fridge, hair
dryer and room service.
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Bali - Sanur |
Fairmont Sanur Beach Bali
Situated in the exclusive Sanur District, Fairmont Sanur Beach
Bali invites you to explore its four-acre estate of stunning tropical
gardens and private beach.
LOCATION |
The property is within 14km or a 30-minute drive from Ngurah
Rai International Airport: 977km from Jakarta and 1689km from
Singapore. Daily flights arrive in Bali from many countries.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features Super king-sized bed, modern Balinese-style living room,
the bathroom and walk-in dressing area represents 30% of the total floor space, digital butler call button and butler’s cove entrance
for easy and silent service, large flat screen LED HD television, iPod
docking station with BOSE sound system, luxury bathroom amenities,
specially hand-crafted furniture with ancient fossilized art pieces are
featured in the suite.

The Pavilions Bali
The 24 villas are designed to reflect traditional Balinese compound architecture. Within this peaceful compound, there is a
jewel-like pool and cafe, business centre, library, gift shop and a
delightful tropical restaurant.
LOCATION |
The Pavilions Bali, located on the Eastern shoreline, is 30 minutes from the airport and only a stroll away from a stunning
lagoon that is fringed on one side by a reef, and on the other by
a long white sand beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features a private Balinese entrance to villa, tropical gardens
and private sundeck area, private pool in villa gardens and large
common pool with lounging areas, spacious living room with folding
doors for views of lush tropical gardens, Balinese wooden interiors,
natural cotton fabrics, cable TV, wireless internet connection, kitchenette, refrigerator & mini bar, large bathtub and separate shower,
personal safe and shoeshine.

Prama Sanur Beach
Prama Sanur Beach is located right on the sandy beach of Sanur,
one of Bali’s most popular areas. The resort is surrounded by 7
hectares of tropical gardens with many mature trees and coconut palms.
LOCATION |
It is located right on the beach of Sanur, one of Bali’s most popular areas. It is just 25 minutes from Ngurah Rai International
Airport (DPS), 30 minutes to Kuta, 45 minutes to Nusa Dua, and
20 minutes to the city centre of Denpasar. It is easy to get to
other popular destinations such as Ubud, Sukawati market, Besakih Temple and Bali East coast.
ACCOMMODATION |
Prama Sanur Beach offers a total of 428 rooms, suites and villas,
overlooking the gardens, the pool or the sea. Rooms features private
balcony, satellite TV, mini bar, hairdryer, IDD telephone, safe deposit
box, private bathroom with bathtub or shower, air-conditioning and
coffee & tea making facilities.
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| Bali - Sanur
Segara Village Hotel
Segara Village Hotel in Sanur is a sanctuary of tropical charm
that recreates the ambience of a traditional Balinese community.
Encompassed within a garden of native greenery, this beachfront
retreat celebrates the islands unique culture and rich artistic
heritage.
LOCATION |
Segara Village Hotel is located in the beach resort of Sanur.
ACCOMMODATION |
The accommodation includes 120 rooms of different categories. Each
category has its own unique character and appeal. However, a similar
design concept is featured throughout the property to blend modern
conveniences with elements of Balinese artistry. Rooms feature satellite TV, bathtub, safe deposit box, work desk, mini bar, coffee and
tea making facility, premium toiletries, hair dryer, bathrobe, slippers
and umbrella.
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Mercure Resort Sanur Bali
Tucked away in a peaceful corner of Sanur, the resort is offering
direct access to a tree lined, white sandy beach. Stone pathways
lead around the 5 hectare tropical garden with fragrant trees,
towering palms and 100 species of flora. Features include a floodlit tennis court, spa and massage service.
LOCATION |
Located 20 minutes away from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 189 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning,
refrigerator, tea & coffee making facilities, IDD telephone, cable
TV and hair dryer.

Parigata Resort & Spa
Parigata Resort & Villas Group Bali is located at Batu Jimbar Village, in the heart of the fishing village of Sanur . The resort offers hotel & villas with quality services and facilities in a pleasing
blend of modern Balinese style with western comforts.
LOCATION |
The resort and villas are 20 minutes drive from the Ngurah Rai
International Airport, only 5 minutes walk to the sandy beach of
Sanur Bali, and 15 minutes drive from downtown Denpasar.
ACCOMMODATION |
The bedrooms are spacious and appointed with all room facilities for total comfort and convenience. They offers views of the
tropical landscaped gardens. They feature individual balconies,
bathtub in every room, and Balinese artwork .
All rooms contain mini bar, fridge, safety box, IDD telephone,
free daily mineral water, coffee & tea making facilities and the
satellite TV.

Puri Kelapa Garden Cottages
Quietly tucked away in the midst of green surroundings, Puri
Kelapa Garden Cottages can be your home away from home.
LOCATION |
Located at the heart of a traditional Sanur village, it is approximately 17 Km from the airport, 7 Km from the capital city Denpasar & only 370-metres to the famous sunrise beach Sanur.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features individually controlled air conditioning, hot + cold
shower, mini fridge, 2 complimentary bottles of water, room
service (07.00 - 21.30), telephone, wireless internet hotspot
(complimentary).
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Respati Beach Hotel
Respati is a unique blend of modern and traditional styles in a
minimalistic setting.
LOCATION |
Although located in the heart of Sanur they offer an escape from
the hustle and bustle. The beach is right on their doorstep.
ACCOMMODATION |
The Respati Beach Resort consists of 35 spacious luxurious rooms
located by the pool area and very close to the beach. They
feature private balcony or terrace, safe deposite box, satellite
television, air-conditioning, IDD Telephone, mini bar, umbrella,
slippers and hair dryer.

Griya Santrian
One of the original hotels in Sanur, Griya Santrian Hotel is a
charming resort within walking distance to local shops, restaurants and markets.

LOCATION |
Griya Santrian is centrally located on the white sandy beach of
Sanur. It is approximately 20 minutes from Ngurah Rai International airport, 15 minutes to town, 35 minutes to Ubud.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: a large balcony/ terrace, satellite TV, mini bar, hot/
cold water, IDD telephone, hairdryer, tea & coffee making facilities, in-room safe and AC.

Swastika Bungalow
The bungalow is a long standing family-owned hotel with decades
of experience in providing impeccable yet friendly service.
LOCATION |
It is about 10-minute walk to Sanur beach and steps away from
restaurants, art shops, spas and other entertainment facilities.
ACCOMMODATION |
The bungalow offers Standard rooms in bungalow style (standard fan and standard air conditioning) as well as new Deluxe
rooms that are located in new Deluxe section. All rooms are set
amidst lush green gardens with charming garden and swimming
pool view.
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Hard Rock Hotel Bali
With Hard Rock’s signature of limitless energy, unparalleled creativity and quality service, Hard Rock Hotel Bali is a place where
hotel guests can rekindle the atmosphere of the past 40 years of
rock and roll culture!
LOCATION |
Nestled against the shores of Bali’s famed Kuta beach on an impressive three-hectare prime site right in the heart of Bali’s entertainment and shopping district.
ACCOMMODATION |
It is comprised of 418 tribute rooms and suites. The rooms are
beautifully decorated with memorabilia and icons which give an
impression of the uprising and development of music, fashion and
arts. Double or single room configuration, air-conditioning, safe,
electronic room door lock, Private bath with shower & hair dryer,
complimentary coffee and tea making facilities, Mini bar, International satellite TV, IDD telephone, WIFI Internet access.

Patra Jasa Bali Resort & Villas
Patra Jasa Bali Resort and Villas has the largest number of rooms
in Kuta, 228 in all. They are decorated in traditional Balinese
style, with exquisite wooden furnishing and private balconies
overlooking exotic tropical landscapes. Guests can experience a
floating cafe and enjoy international cuisine in an exclusive villa
pool surrounded by gardens of tropical flowers.
LOCATION |
Just minutes from the airport and central Kuta.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort features 206 rooms and suites. The 22 villas offer
luxury and privacy for families, couples and singles who want to
experience a truly elegant lifestyle. In Royal, Crown, Presidential Suite, Honeymoon and Garden Villas, Executive Suite and
Studio Suites, guests may elect to have their very own 24 hour
butler service.

Kuta Paradiso Hotel, Bali
Kuta Paradiso Hotel provides comfortable, tasteful accommodation overlooking the ocean and the hotel’s landscaped tropical
gardens.
LOCATION |
Kuta Paradiso Hotel is just ten minutes drive from the airport,
centrally surrounded by restaurants, amusement centres, and
nightlife entertainment.
ACCOMMODATION |
A combination of 250 Deluxe, Super Deluxe rooms and Suites are
arranged in two wings leading off the hotel’s spacious lobby. Features: Duvet comforter, private balcony, marble bathroom with
bathtub and separate shower, luxury bathroom essentials, hair
dryer, air-conditioning, safety box, remote-controlled colour TV,
satellite TV, coffee and tea-making facilities, fully stocked mini
bar, 24-hour room service and IDD telephone.
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Mercure Kuta Bali
Mercure Kuta Bali hotel managed by Accor is located at the heart
of Kuta, a surfer’s paradise, shopper’s dream and party lovers
heaven. Situated right across from famous Kuta Beach, the hotel
is just a stone’s throw from all the city’s exciting attractions
such as Hard Rock Cafe Bali, Legian, Poppies Lane, Kamasutra,
Waterbom Bali and Discovery Mall.
LOCATION |
Located only 15 minutes away from Ngurah Rai International
Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 130 rooms equipped with air conditioning, cable TV,
coffee & tea maker, hair dryer and shaving adaptor, IDD telephone, internet access, mini bar, safe deposit box as well as Wi
Fi and high speed internet.

| Bali - Uluwatu
Alila Villas Uluwatu
Alila Villas Uluwatu is the all pool villa luxury resort. Unifying
luxury living and innovative lifestyle, Alila Villas Uluwatu showcasing a contemporary and seamless Balinese-inspired design aesthetic set in a dramatic natural landscape. Each individual villa is
specifically designed and constructed according to environmentally
sustainable standards. Offers The Warung, The Restaurant, Spa
Alila, Gym, Yoga and Pilates Studio, 50 metre pool, Library, Alila
Gallery, Boardroom.
LOCATION |
Conveniently located just a short 30 minutes away from Ngurah Rai International Airport, and a stone’s throw away from the
renowned Uluwatu Temple. It is also just 15 minutes away from
Jimbaran Bay. In villa amenities include 24 hour butler, safety
deposit box, private bar and private pool, outdoor dining, deluxe
bathroom amenities.
ACCOMODATION |
84 villas which are 52 one-bedroom villas, 2 two bedroom villas,
5 cliff-side three bedroom villas and 25 private villas, each with
its own pool and private pavilion overlooking the Indian Ocean.

Bali - Tanjung Benoa |
Melia Benoa
Enter into the world at Meliá Benoa, an intimate and elegant “All
Inclusive” seaside retreat located in Tanjung Benoa, Bali’s value
resort area in Nusa Dua. Melia Benoa’s Balinese inspired architecture reflects the graceful nature of Bali just as the friendly
smiles of the staff embody the warm hospitality for which Bali is
so justly famous.
Offers restaurants, bars, karaoke, swimming pools, spa, gym/ fitness center, games room, kids club, water sports program, banquet rooms and meeting facilities and gift and souvenir shops.
LOCATION |
Located 15 minutes away from the Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 128 rooms with air - conditioning, hair dryer, electronic in
room safe, tea and coffee maker, mini bar / refrigerator, cable
TV, with in house movies, radio, IDD telephones and modem /
data port.

Grand Mirage Resort & Thalasso Spa Bali
The Grand Mirage Resort in Bali is an ideal resort to lodge once
you are in Indonesia. Set along the tip of Nusa Dua Beach, the
Grand Mirage Resort in Bali is situated close to the tranquil district of Tanjung Benoa. Boasting of a rich culture and a spectacular backdrop the resort is an ideal destination for both leisure
and business tourists.
Offers restaurants, bars, spa with sauna and steam rooms, fitness centre, swimming pool and diverse activities (water sports,
childrens area, game lounge), meeting and conference services.
LOCATION |
Located 15 minutes from the Airport, 20 minutes from Benoa
Harbour; close to Bali International Convention Centre.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 305 rooms and suites equipped with air - conditioning,
coffee/tea maker, hair dryer, satellites and cable TV programs,
IDD telephone and bathroom amenities.

Bali Tropic Resort & Spa
Bali Tropic Resort & Spa exclusive beach hotel in Bali is built in
a subtle blend of Balinese and modern architecture and offers
a marvellous ambiance for a truly relaxing beach vacation. The
resort is set among Frangipani and Bougainville with breath taking views of the Indian Ocean.
LOCATION |
Located on a beautiful beach of Nusa Dua, Tanjung Benoa, 20
minutes drive from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort offers 34 Deluxe Rooms, 96 Deluxe Bungalow Rooms,
14 Royal Bungalow Rooms, and 3 Two Bedrooms Bungalow Suite
making a total of 150 rooms. The rooms are designed in Balinese
traditional architecture and each has a private terrace / balcony, air conditioning, bath, shower, satellite television, electronic
safe, refrigerator / mini bar, tea & coffee making facilities, hair
dryer, Yukata and slippers.
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Novotel Bali
Novotel Bali Benoa is nestled on the fringe of Nusa Dua Bali,
beside the sandy golden Beach of Tanjung Benoa, the southern
peninsula of Bali. The coconut wooden building structure and traditional thatched roofing combine to create an atmosphere of
cool tropical comfort.
LOCATION |
Located only 20 minutes away from Bali’s International Airport,
or five minutes drive to the traditional fishing village where colourful ceremonies and rituals are a part of their daily life.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 180 rooms & 8 villas, equipped with air conditioning, private shower with bath tub, tea/coffee facilities, IDD
telephone, mini bar, hair dryer, safety deposit box, satellite
television.

Grand Aston Bali Beach Resort
The property has four versatile restaurants and three bars serving Western, Asian, Italian and Balinese cuisine. An impressive
lagoon pool with a swim-up bar and the resort in-house Biwana
Spa is an indulgence in pure leisure.
LOCATION |
Set in the exclusive enclave of Nusa Dua on one of the arresting
exclusive beaches of Tanjung Benoa. The resort is located only
20 minutes away from the airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort’s spacious and luxurious 187 rooms and suites are
decorated in a Balinese contemporary style and fully-equipped
with modern amenities. They feature private balcony, bathroom
with separate bathtub and shower, air conditioning, flat screen &
satellite TV, safe, hairdryer, tea & coffee making facilities, mini
bar, IDD Telephone, ironing facilities and free unlimited highspeed internet via WIFI.
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Bali - Tanjung Benoa |
Bali Khama
On a stretch of beach protected from the surf by a coral reef,
The Bali Khama offers an unsurpassed level of personal service in
a choice of luxurious suites and spacious private villas.
LOCATION |
The Bali Khama is located 20 minutes drive from the airport.
A free shuttle to Nusa Dua offers a choice of a world-class golf
course, an extensive art museum, classical Balinese performances and some of the finest dining on the island.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 60 air-conditioned guestrooms include mini bars, safes,
wireless high-speed Internet access, coffee/tea makers, LED
TVs with satellite channels and free movie channels. Bathrooms
offer shower/tub combinations, bathrobes, designer toiletries,
and bidets.

Ramada Resort Benoa Bali
White sandy beaches and water sport activities are to be found
along the Nusa Dua peninsula, making it the perfect hideaway for
a tranquil, tropical resort holiday.
LOCATION |
Ramada Resort Benoa Bali is located on the Tanjung Benoa peninsula along Bali’s Southern Nusa Dua region, just 20 minutes from
Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 3-story Balinese-style hotel encompasses 162 spacious guestrooms in three different categories: village, garden, and pool
view. For guests looking for a maximum of privacy, the resort also
offers 18 one and two bedroom villas surrounded by lush tropical
gardens, five of which have their own plunge pool. They feature
air-conditioning, mini bar,hair dryer, coffee & tea making facilities, safety box, satellite channels, key card security system and
complimentary Wi-Fi Internet.

Club Bali Mirage
Club Bali Mirage was the first all-inclusive resort in Indonesia. It
is built in a modern architectural design with Balinese touches.
The resort is nestled amidst 3.5 hectares of landscaped gardens
and on the sandy beach of Tanjung Benoa, Nusa Dua.Offers restaurants, bars, kids club, swimming pools, games room/ library,
water sport activities and spa and fitness facilities.

LOCATION |
Located direct on the white sandy beachfront of Tanjung Benoa;
about 25 minutes from the Airport.
ACCOMODATION |
Feature 98 spacious rooms and suites equipped with air-conditioning, satellite TV, coffee & tea making facilities, hairdryer,
IDD telephone and safe deposit box, bathtub, refrigerator.
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Taman Wana Villas
Taman Wana Villas & Spa is an exclusive jungle lodge, a boutique
hotel and a mountain retreat. Built on 9 hectares of naturally
landscaped rain forest land, the property overlooks the reservoir,
lagoon, mountainous valley, terraced paddy fields and sea.
LOCATION |
It is about 30 minutes by helicopter or 2 hrs & 30 minutes by
limousine from Ngurah Rai airport, 15 minutes by limousine from
Gilimanuk or Negara City.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each villa has an elegant bedroom, shower or outside bathtub in
lagoon view rooms, and large individual balcony. A spectacular
view of the mountains, valley, lagoon and the tropical rain forest
can be enjoyed from each room in the villa as well as the raised
garden pavilion. Each villa is surrounded by naturally landscaped
tropical rain forest.

| Bali - Manggis
Alila Manggis Bali
Alila Manggis is a secluded, stylish seaside resort in Manggis, East
Bali. Set amidst a coconut grove, the resort nestles between the
sea and the majestic Mount Agung, Bali’s most sacred mountain.
All rooms and suites face the ocean with clear views across the
straits to Nusa Penida. A contemporary interpretation of traditional Balinese architecture is artfully combined with modern
amenities to create a relaxed environment in harmony with its
natural surroundings. The resort is famed for featuring east Balinese food and its dive sites.
LOCATION |
Within the regency of Karangasem, close to the village of Candidasa; just 1 hour and 15 minutes drive from the International
Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 55 rooms and suites equipped with air - conditioning,
satellite color TV, in room safe, IDD telephone,mini bar and
bathroom amenities.
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Bali - Legian |
Legian Beach Hotel
Located on the beachfront, with a wide range of facilities and
leisure options, Legian Beach Hotel embraces families, couples,
honeymooners and business travellers.
LOCATION |
Located on the beachfront at Legian.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 118 single-storey cottages and 100 guest rooms are set amid
a landscaped tropical oasis. The bathrooms are created from
cool marble in shades of coffee streaked with cream, coordinated with black and white, and completed by a thoughtful array
of amenities. Air-conditioned rooms are equipped with a minibar/fridge, satellite television, safe deposit box, tea & coffee
making facilities, IDD telephone. Each of the en-suite marble
bathrooms features a bathtub with a shower.

Ramada Resort Camakila Bali

Ramada Camakila Resort - Bali, located in the heart of Legian
and directly in front of Legian beach is a rare sanctuary that can
be found on the legendary and mysterious island of Bali.
LOCATION |
A short 20 minutes drive from Bali’s Ngurah Rai International Airport. The very well-known Kuta and Seminyak shopping centre is
only 10 minutes away from the resort.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort has 117 deluxe rooms including two Junior Suites, one
Daladala Suites, and one President Suite famously called The Camakila Suite furnished in a modern Balinese style. All rooms have
their own private balcony with a beautiful garden or lagoon pool
view. Rooms feature air-conditioning with individual control, inroom safe, high-speed Internet access, flat screen colour television with satellite TV programs, hairdryer, 115-240 watt shaver
outlet, tea and coffee-making facilities, mini bar.

OSSOTEL

The modern tropical design synthesizes elegant simplicity with
perfect functionality, exhibiting the best conceptualizations
from a new breed of Balinese hospitality.
Emanating from the chic Padma Legian neighborhood, OSSOTEL.
LOCATION |
OSSOTEL sits right in the centre of the iconic Padma Legian beach
neighbourhood, a stone’s throw from the ocean and a short walk
to the Island’s bars, restaurants, and vibrant club scene.
ACCOMMODATION |
When you’ve had your fill of entertainment for the night, retire
to one of several accommodation options; The 27 sqm Superior
rooms with a total 42 units on the second and third floor, Deluxe
pool rooms with total 21 units on the ground floor with private
terraces leading to direct access to the lagoon pool, or the 50
sqm Suite with a total of three units nestled on each floor, all of
which are equipped with top of the line amenities and flawlessly
designed in a smart modern fashion.
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| Bali - Legian
The Jayakarta Bali
The Jayakarta Bali Hotel is situated in lush gardens and located
right on Legian Beach, famous for its sunsets. While offering
peace and tranquility, this Bali hotel is also within walking distance to shopping and entertainment areas.
LOCATION |
Bali’s International Airport is an easy drive from The Jayakarta
Bali Hotel and Denpasar’s downtown is about 25 minutes away.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort has 344 guest rooms. It features IDD telephone, mini
bar, TV with in-house movies, domestic as well as international
channels, hair dryers on request, air conditioned, private bath
with cold and hot water, tea/coffee making facilities and private
balcony.

All Seasons Legian
The resort offers quality features combined with contemporary and colorful design. The rooms surround a landscaped
swimming pool, making the best use of the space. Pool bar
and Spa are for the pleasure and the comfort of the guests. A
modern restaurant and bar are located near the spacious lobby.
LOCATION |
Located in the centre of popular Legian and has easy access to
markets, shops and restaurants.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 113 rooms with complete amenities; air conditioning,
broadband high speed internet access, cable TV, coffee & tea making facilities, fridge, hair dryer, IDD telephone and in room safe.

| Bali - Munduk
Puri Lumbung cottages

Puri Lumbung Cottages set in the cool mountain air where fans/
air conditioning are unnecessary. The compound is designed in
the traditional Balinese manner modelled on the sacred human
form with shrines at the head, guest accommodation at the heart
and other facilities at the foot. Guests enjoy spectacular sunsets
and stunning panoramas of the rice fields and coast line in the
distance.
LOCATION |
Puri Lumbung Cottages is located in Munduk Village. The first of
its kind in Bali, it is more than a hotel-it is an eco-tourism project
dedicated to the discovery, conservation and enhancement of the
unspoiled area around Munduk.
ACCOMMODATION |
There are 3 room categories which are Standard Cottages, Family
Cottage, and Deluxe Family Cottage.
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Bali - Tabanan |
Pan Pacific Nirwana Bali Resort
Discover a lush 103-hectare hideaway built atop a sheer cliff with
breathtaking views of the Indian Ocean and Tanah Lot. Rejuvenate your senses and select from a wide range of rooms and outstanding leisure and banquet facilities.
LOCATION |
Just 55 minutes from the International Airport. This secluded
luxury resort, set in the tranquil village of Tabanan, West Bali,
enjoys a magnificent setting along a sweeping coastline.
ACCOMMODATION |
A choice of king-sized or twin beds, 360 thread count Egyptian
cotton bed linen, pillow menu, spacious living, ensuite bathroom
with separate rain shower stall and bathtub, bathrobe, slippers,
complimentary wireless internet, IDD telephone, personal digital
safe, iron and ironing board, 24-hour in-room dining, daily turndown service, 42” LCD television, mini bar, coffee and tea making
facilities, welcome fruit platter and daily newspaper

Alila Villas Soori - Bali
Alila Villas Soori offers beachfront living at its most stylish and
luxurious. Embracing Bali’s unique balance of tranquillity and vitality, this stunning resort and residential villa community combines exclusive living and relaxation.
LOCATION |
Just 10 minutes from Tanah Lot Temple, less than an hour from
Ngurah Rai International Airport, 5 km east of Tabanan.
ACCOMODATION |
48 villas consisting of 15 One-bedroom Beach Villas with Pool, 15
One-bedroom Ocean Villas with Pool, 8 One-bedroom Terrace Villas with Pool, 8 Three-bedroom Villas, 1 Four-bedroom Villa, and 1
Ten-bedroom Villa. Each villa features private pool, outdoor dining, private cabana, butler service, Wi Fi, gourmet bar, safe,
espresso coffee and tea making facilities, plasma TV, DVD player,
iPods, indoor and outdoor rain showers & jet shower.

Bali - Pemuteran |
Matahari Beach Resort & Spa
The secluded and exclusive Matahari Beach Resort & Spa is a perfect destination for connoisseurs of luxury and relaxation. Wake
up to the sound of chirping birds, listen to the ocean waves during your morning yoga session, explore the surroundings on bike,
and get pampered in the award winning spa.
LOCATION |
Nestled between the Bali Barat National Park and the Java Sea.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each of the 32 rooms in 16 traditional Balinese bungalows
feature hand carved wooden folding doors that open on to a
luxurious rooms, dominated by a traditional four-poster bed,
combining style with local natural resources. Features include
air-conditioning, mini bar, coffee and tea making facilities, large
marble bathroom and a private outdoor shower.
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| Bali - Lovina
The Lovina Bali
Nestled on the beach, between the Bedugul mountain range and
the Bali sea, this tropical island gem is surrounded by various
attractions such as dolphin watching, trekking to waterfalls, hot
springs and diving or snorkelling around Menjangan island.
LOCATION |
Located next to over 200 metres of unspoilt beach and 5-minute
drive from a great dolphin watching spot. Ngurah Rai International Airport is a 2-hour, 30-minute drive away.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features include: terrace/balcony, butler service on request,
24-Hour room rervice, complimentary WIFI, mini bar, in-room
safe, coffee and tea making facilities, 32-Inch LCD TV with satellite channels, DVD player, bathroom amenities.

Aneka Lovina Villas & Spa
Aneka Lovina Villas & Spa Bali is located along the famous, calm
beach of Lovina. The calm seas are excellent for snorkelling and
diving.
Boat trips to spot dolphins are a great attraction and best done
in the early mornings.
LOCATION |
Aneka Lovina Villas & Spa is 2.5 hours’ drive from Ngurah Rai
International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features 35 deluxe cottages and 24 superior rooms designed
with Balinese-style thatched-roofs.
Rooms at Aneka Lovina Villas & Spa feature wooden furnishings
and traditional Balinese designs. Each room has a satellite TV
and mini bar.

Puri Bagus Lovina
Set on the quiet shores of Bali’s northern coast, Puri Bagus Lovina
is a mixture of traditional Balinese design with all-modern amenities.
LOCATION |
It is only a few minutes drive to the ancient town of Singaraja,
the island’s former Dutch Colonial capital. A golf course of international standards near the Beratan Lake in the cool mountains
of Bedugul is less than 45 minutes away.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 36 spacious rooms and two 2-Villa suites with private pool
feature air-conditioning, cable/ satellite TV, a basket of tropical fruits replaced everyday, tea/coffee making facility, mini bar
with selected soft drinks and snacks, hairdryer, indoor/outdoor
shower, bathrobes & slippers.
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Bali - Canggu |
Hotel Tugu
Hotel Tugu has sumptuous interiors and lavish details. It is an
artistic sanctuary wherein one is far removed from the stresses
of the modern world.
LOCATION |
Hotel Tugu Bali is situated on Canggu Beach. 10 minutes away is
the historic Tanah Lot temple, as well as the award-winning Nirwana Bali Golf Course. Guests arriving at Ngurah Rai International
Airport are about 30 minutes from the Tugu Bali by car.
ACCOMMODATION |
Each room has been individually created by the owner displaying his immaculate attention to detail reconstructed to provide a
blend of colour, texture and atmosphere. The design is blended
together with the vast and eclectic collection of antiques from
all over Asia.

Legong Keraton
Legong Keraton offers you the all of Bali’s gentle charm. Located
right on the Berawa beach, the peaceful beach and relaxing environment are at your doorstep.
LOCATION |
Located directly on the tranquil beach of Berawa amidst swaying
palm trees, in the quiet and natural surroundings of Canggu on
North Kuta, just 30 minutes away from Ngurah Rai international
airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Spacious rooms are set amidst beautiful green gardens. There
are 5 room categories; Superior Room, Deluxe, Super Deluxe,
Beachfront Deluxe, and Beachfront Cottage. It features air conditioning, satellite television, refrigerator/mini bar, IDD phone,
shower, in-room safety deposit box and balcony or terrace.
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| Bali - Candidasa
Puri Bagus Candidasa
Relax in the open-air beach bar at Puri Bagus Candidasa, enjoying the warm tropical breeze, sip a cool drink and watch the
fishermen out at sea.
LOCATION |
Puri Bagus Candidasa is located 40 km away from Ubud and is 90
km away from Ngurah Rai Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Woven among beautiful tropical gardens you can find both sea
view and garden view villas. Each of the 47 spacious deluxe villas
are equipped with king size bed or twin size beds and a private
semi open-air shower. Features include air-conditioning, tea/
coffee making facility, mini bar/ small refrigerator, bathtub/
shower, cable/ satellite TV, IDD telephone, bathrobe and slippers, hair dryer and 2 bottles of mineral water per day.

Rama Candidasa Resort & Spa
Rama Candidasa Resort & Spa is located in the east of Bali, in the
heart of the Candidasa district. With private beach frontage
and a beach terrace above, the resort offers tranquility, ocean
breezes, and a romantic atmosphere for nature lovers. It also
features a private beach terrace and a restaurant with ocean
views. Free Wi-Fi and a free scheduled shuttle to Candidasa Town
is available.
LOCATION |
Rama Candidasa Resort & Spa is less than 12 km from Taman
Ujung and Tirta Gangga Water Palace. It is a 5-minute drive from
Tenganan Village and a 15-minute drive from Virgin Beach.
ACCOMMODATION |
This resort and spa offers Balinese-style rooms, some overlooking
the Bali Sea or the pool. All rooms come with private balconies
and elegant wood furnishings. Luxurious marble bathrooms boast
bathtubs, large mirrors and bathroom amenities.

Asyana Candidasa
The Ashyana Candidasa Resort combines ancient Balinese architecture with the comfort of modern conveniences into a luxurious
synergy to pamper the most discerning guest.
LOCATION |
An hour and a half from Ngurah Rai International airport, between Klungkung and Amlapura on the east of Bali.It is also nestled among the best snorkelling and diving spots.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features 12 separate bungalows. Each bungalow is equipped
with air conditioning and has a luxury bathroom with hot and cold
shower facilities. Bungalows are fitted with a balcony offering
either garden or ocean views. A mini bar and fridge are provided.
Attached bathrooms come with toiletries.
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Bali - Candidasa |
Amankila
Amankila or ‘peaceful hill’ is an oasis of calm in the remote yet
accessible regency of Karangasem, Bali’s most traditional regency. The area offers a host of activities from mountain biking
and diving, to cultural excursions to temples and ancient water
palaces.
LOCATION |
From the international airport in Denpasar, Amankila is a 1 hour
drive.
ACCOMMODATION |
Amankila’s suites are elevated to take advantage of the spectacular sea and hillside views. The 34 free-standing suites, with
their alang alang roof thatching, are fashioned as beach houses
with a twist. They reflect the lines and flow of their East Bali
surroundings, in particular the royal water palace just outside
Amlapura, the district capital.

Alam Asmara Dive Resort
Alam Asmara Dive Resort in Candidasa is the ideal place for a
diving holiday.
LOCATION |
Alam Asmara Dive Resort is 50 km away from Ngurah Rai International Airport. The hotel provides airport transfers. It is a
15-minute boat ride to the Blue Lagoon and a 10-minute drive
from Tenganan Village.
ACCOMMODATION |
Alam Asmara Dive Resort Bali offers 12 Deluxe Bungalows. These
12 bungalows are accessed through a unique pathway, where
guests walk above the fishpond. It features bungalows with airconditioning, semi open-air private bath and shower, over sized
bathtub (showing unique design using Indonesian natural stones),
TV, hairdryer, mini bar, in-room safety deposit box and individual
terrace, furnished with selected antique combined with contemporary pieces.

Candi Beach Cottage
Candi Beach Cottage offers an escape from the hustle and bustle, and embraces tranquility amid the swaying palm trees on
the beautiful Mendira Bay, Candidasa.
LOCATION |
Candi Beach Cottage is located approximately 50-kilometres
east of Denpasar, 1hr 15minutes drive from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The generously sized and elegantly decorated Superior Rooms,
Deluxe Rooms, Superior Cottage and Deluxe Cottage are surrounded by a lush flower filled garden. They feature air-conditioning, safe, hair dryer, satellite TV, in-house movies, DVD
player, mini bar/ refrigerator, private terrace or balcony, bathroom with bath tub & shower and tea/ coffee making facilities.
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| Bali - Ubud
Hotel Tjampuhan & Spa
The classic Hotel Tjampuhan & Spa, built where two sacred rivers meet, has been legendary since 1928. As the first hotel in the
artist colony of Ubud, this royal guest house graciously hosted
celebrities and foreign painters such as Walter Spies.
LOCATION |
Hotel Tjampuhan Spa is approximately 29 km from Ngurah Rai
International Airport. Attractions like Ubud Market and Museum
Puri Lukisan are within 1.3 km of the hotel.
ACCOMMODATION |
The hotel is located on a spiritually charged piece of landscape
at the conjunction of two flowing rivers. A small collection of
traditional styled bungalows together with gracious hospitality
promises a treasured Balinese experience. Surrounded by tropical greenery, the Balinese-style rooms at Tjampuhan Hotel come
with either ceiling fans or air-conditioning. Private terraces feature beautiful garden and river views.

Elephant Safari Park Lodge (Bali Adventure Tour)
Elephant Safari Park Lodge is set within 3.5 hectares of the multi
award winning Elephant Safari Park, Taro. A luxury private purpose built 25 room safari style lodge which offers a world exclusive experience to interact, feed, ride, observe, learn, play and
stay with 29 beautiful Sumatran elephants. The Hotel Lodge is
for everyone from elephant lovers, children and families and for
those who enjoy peace and tranquillity of being ensconced in
beautiful tropical parkland surroundings. The Lodge is also ideal
for couples seeking a unique and intimate romantic getaway in
one of the most spectacular settings in Bali.
LOCATION |
Elephant Safari Park Lodge is about 42 km from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: Private verandas with views of the elephants. Rooms
come with a TV, tea/coffee maker and a personal safe.

Rama Phala, Ubud
The cottages enjoy views of the adjoining manicured lawns and
terraces where you can sit and soak up the natural surroundings.
LOCATION |
It is ideally located in the heart of the unique cultural and artistic Balinese village of Ubud, and 5 minutes walk to the Ubud
sacred Monkey Forest.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 31 bedrooms divided by 26 deluxe rooms, 3 units of 2
bedrooms family rooms and 2 units of 2 bedrooms suite rooms for
couples, families or even small groups of friends who are looking for accommodation with up-market facilities and reasonable
budget for holiday in Ubud centre. All rooms are air conditioned
and completed by mini bar, 34 inch LCD screen television, Satellite TV program, IDD telephone service, Safe deposit box, complimentary mineral water & tea/coffee in the room daily. Own
bath room competed by hot & cold water, bathtub & shower,
toiletries & amenities supported.
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Bali - Ubud |
Alila Ubud Bali
Alila Ubud is a tranquil and secluded hillside retreat that sits
high up on the edge of the rich green Ayung River valley in Bali’s
central foothills.
The resort is located just minutes from Ubud, the island’s cultural heart.Blending contemporary design and traditional Balinese
architecture, the secluded courtyards, spacious terraces and private gardens create an intimate feeling like none other.
LOCATION |
Located in the traditional Balinese hill village of Payangan; 5 kilometres from Ubud.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 56 rooms and 8 villas equipped with air - conditioning,
hair dryer, in room safe, mini bar, IDD telephone, and satellite TV
and tea/ coffee maker.

Hanging Gardens Ubud
A haven of peace and tranquillity set in the heart of the tropical paradise of Bali. With thirty-eight luxury villas, each with a
heated private infinity plunge pool overlooking the Ayung river,
feel your stress ebb away as you relax into your private sanctuary, with sensational views of the surrounding verdant gardens
of this tropical resort.
LOCATION |
Located 15 minutes drive from Ubud and 90 minutes drive from
Bali’s Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 38 villas equipped with private swimming pool, open
air dining area, sundeck, large bathroom with both indoor & traditional outdoor facilities (sunken bath tub & shower), personal
safety deposit box, satellite TV, mini bar, air conditioning, IDD
telephone, hair dryer and bathroom amenities.

Maya Ubud Resort & Spa
Hosted in the unspoiled environment of a lush rainforest river valley,
traditional Balinese villages and verdant rice fields, Maya Ubud is a
tranquil heaven of tropical gardens, private pool villas and luxury
accommodations.
LOCATION |
Maya Ubud Resort & Spa is around a one hour drive from the airport,
and is within comfortable walking distance to the centre of Ubud
township.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features 108 private pool villas and luxury guestrooms with individually controlled air-conditioning, private bath/shower, satellite
television with movie channels, international direct-dial telephones,
wireless internet, personal electronic safe, electricity: ac 200v, refrigerator/mini bar, tea & coffee-making facilities, complimentary
bottled water, hairdryer and DVD/CD player (villas only).
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| Bali - Ubud
Viceroy
The Viceroy Bali, a villa resort in Ubud with 5-star hotels service, consists of 25 luxury pool villas. It is majestically standing
in Bali’s “Valley of the Kings”, a name given by locals for the
generations of Balinese royalty who resided in nearby villages.
LOCATION |
Viceroy Bali is an hour’s drive from Ngurah Rai International Airport. Alternatively, guests can opt for a 12-minute helicopter
ride from the property’s private helipad.
ACCOMMODATION |
All five types of luxury villa accommodation have privacy, valley views, pools, large rooms with sitting areas, all with marble
bathrooms, twin vanities, shower plus separate baths. During
your stay the following inclusions are provided. It features complimentary Wireless Internet Connection, 42” or 47” Flat Screen
Television, Full Satellite TV Service, DVD player, IPod/iPhone
docking station, Espresso coffee machine and selection of teas,
24 hour room service, Bath Robes and Slippers, al Amenities such
as island-produced natural soaps, shampoos and moisturizers.

The Samaya Ubud Bali
The Samaya Ubud was designed as an extension of the Samaya
Seminyak, where our guests can experience the unique delivery
of Balinese hospitality in another superb location set alongside
the River Ayung. With spacious villas spectacularly located in the
Ayung valley, we see this as an ideal place to relax in a tropical
paradise. Guests can encounter the artistic and cultural heart of
the island, walk the infamous terraced rice fields and retreat to
the peace and tranquility of the Samaya Ubud.
LOCATION |
Set located at verdant hillsides, only 15 minutes to the centre
of art “Ubud”, 75-minute drive from Ngurah Rai International
airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features flat-screen cable TVs, free wi-fi and iPod docks. En
suite bathrooms come with a spa bathtub.

Warwick Ibah Luxury Villas & Spa
A magnificent Bali resort steeped in royal heritage, Warwick Ibah
Luxury Villas & Spa consists of 17 spacious, uniquely designed
private villas and suites, all nestled amidst a haven of coconut
groves, frangipani trees and lush tropical gardens.
LOCATION |
Our Ubud, Bali resort offers a prime location for exploring the
majestic wonders of our tropical paradise. The Warwick Ibah
Luxury Villas & Spa is situated in the town of Ubud, 36km North
from Bali’s International airport and located in the cultural and
artistic centre of the island.
ACCOMMODATION |
The 17 spacious luxury Bali villas and suites span the eastern
slope of a rainforest river valley. Under majestic vaulted ceilings,
hand crafted wooden doors open to reveal sumptuous, luminous
rooms with floors of teak and marble. The suites are decorated
in a traditional Balinese style and feature fantastic views of the
surrounding natural scenery. Each suite includes a separate living
area and a marble bathroom. Room amenities include cable TV, a
DVD player and a fridge.
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Bali - Ubud |
Plataran Ubud
Plataran provides our special guests not just the benefit of staying in a hotel but, most importantly, they also get best location
in terms of “panoramic view, angle & elevation” and true exotic
surroundings, and a once-in-a-lifetime chance to experience the
rich cultural and entertaining activities offered with the perfect
blend of Indonesian and international hospitality standards of
personal service at our hotels and resorts. Further, Plataran also
has the noble objective of conserving Indonesian nature, environment and culture, and of improving the lives and skills of the
local people and our Indonesian team members.
LOCATION |
Ubud Monkey Forest (0.6 mi / 0.9 km), Arma Museum (0.5 mi /
0.8 km), Gajah Mas Gallery (0.6 mi / 1 km), Komaneka Fine Art
Gallery (0.9 mi / 1.5 km), Rudana Museum (1.1 mi / 1.8 km)
ACCOMMODATION |
It features air conditioning, mini bar, coffee/tea maker, bathrobes, separate sitting area, private bathroom, jetted bathtub,
hair dryer, LCD TV with satellite TV channels, desk, free Wi-Fi,
complimentary bottled water, daily housekeeping and in-room
safe

Ayung Resort Ubud
The Ayung Resort Ubud is a unique and luxurious blend of natural
surroundings, an eclectic art collection and traditional Balinese
hospitality excellence, nestled in the lush tropical rain forest
along the banks of The Ayung River - Bali’s most sacred and important waterway.
LOCATION |
The Ayung Resort is set in an eight hectare private estate, which
is part of a peaceful tropical rain forest, in the traditional quiet
Balinese village of Payangan, Ubud, a pleasant 90 minute drive
from Bali Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: All rooms have individually controlled air-conditioning,
Direct Dial phone with voice mail and 32” LCD SMART Flat Screen
Television with international satellite channels and free guest
wi-fi internet access.

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan
Discover Bali’s cultural heart in the island’s central highlands,
minutes from the artistic capital of Ubud. Hidden in a lush paradise beside the Ayung River, Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan has
been recognized as one of the world’s best resorts on the Condé
Nast Traveler’s Gold List 2013.
LOCATION |
The resort is 75 minutes (35 kilometres or 22 miles) from Ngurah
Rai International Airport in Denpasar, Bali.
ACCOMMODATION |
The Resort’s 18 spacious suites and 42 private villas reflect the
island’s natural, serene beauty. Each suite and villa is appointed
with a mix of contemporary and Balinese décor, including rich
teak furnishings and exotic hand-loomed fabrics. Generous bathrooms feature terrazzo tiles, double vanities, deep soaking tubs
and separate showers. It features wireless Internet access, Plasma/LCD television, CD and DVD player, Refrigerated private bar,
Hair dryer, Iron and ironing board, complimentary newspaper,
In-room safe, Tea/coffee maker, Multi-line telephone(s) with
voicemail.
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| Bali - Ubud
The Royal Pita Maha Resort
The Royal Pita Maha is a captivating resort of refined Balinese
villas embracing a precious parcel of valley landscape that descends down to the Ayung River. Located on the outer boundary
of the spiritually charged village of Ubud, our accommodation in
Bali ensures that every stay is an enriching experience.
LOCATION |
As the cultural heart of Bali, Ubud boasts a number of fascinating and historic attractions, which are easily accessible from the
resort. These include Ubud Palace, Goa Gaja, Ubud Hill, Monkey
Forest, Ubud Market, and Bali Zoo.
ACCOMMODATION |
The resort offers a fine collection of aesthetically designed villas
for discerning travellers seeking the quality time out surrounded
by that natural beauty of the Ubud valley. It features a seating
area and a dressing room, a satellite TV and a CD/DVD player are
also provided. Other in-room comforts include a mini bar, fridge
and a coffee/tea maker. The luxurious bathroom has complete
facilities.

Amandari
The pathway that runs through Amandari and down the valley
to the river below is said to be sacred land. Every six months
for hundreds of years, Balinese from the village of Kedewatan,
where Amandari is located, have taken the path through the resort grounds down to a pool of holy water. Just above this springfed pool sit three modest shrines and a 7th-century tiger carved
in stone.
LOCATION |
Amandari (peaceful spirits) is located about 60 minutes from
Denpasar’s international airport, and 10 minutes from the arts
community of Ubud in Central Bali.
ACCOMMODATION |
Coconut wood and teak are used throughout, while the bambooframe roofs layered with alang alang thatching emit a fresh, rural
fragrance. Luxury accommodations are divided into Village, Valley and Pool Suite categories. Some enjoy views of the Ayung
River Gorge and surrounding paddy fields. Pool Suites feature
private plunge pools.

The Chedi Club
Hidden among the lush undulating hills of Bali’s culture-rich highlands, this most private of resorts sits among thriving rice fields
as far as the eye can see. Just outside the artists’ village of Ubud,
the former estate of Hendra Hadiprana, one of Indonesia’s most
respected art collectors has been transformed into an intimate
retreat with twenty individual villas, each one uniquely featuring
original Balinese artworks from his collection. Experience breathtaking sunrises over Mount Agung and enjoy a leisurely stroll by
the estate’s lotus pond.
LOCATION |
Ngurah Rai International Airport in Kuta (35 kilometres from the
hotel, approximately 45 - 60 minutes by car)
ACCOMMODATION |
All twenty art-filled refuges will please romantic escapists and
active explorers alike, with Suites that overlook lotus ponds, Pool
Villas where guests can do more than just plunge, Spa Villas for
ultra-private pampers and a one-of-a-kind Two-Bedroom Estate
suitable for Balinese royalty. It features Espresso machine, 32inch flat screen TV, Complimentary broadband Internet.
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Bali - Ubud |
Komaneka at Rasa Sayang
Another oasis in the heart of Ubud, Komaneka at Rasa Sayang is
perfectly located along Monkey Forest Road with its many wonderful shops, excellent restaurants and easy access to temples,
cultural performances, museums and art galleries. It is designed
as a contemporary reinterpretation of traditional Balinese architecture and built with simple yet fine materials.
LOCATION |
Komaneka at Rasa Sayang is located along Monkey Forest Road in
the heart of Ubud, a 5-minute walk from Ubud Market, and just
one-hour drive away from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features King-size or real twin bed, day bed and sofa, mini-bar
with nuts, ice bucket, electric kettle with coffee or tea, air-conditioning, wide screen LCD TV with HDMI ready-input, IDD phone,
alarm clock, in-room digital safety deposit box, box of room amenities, bathrobes, night gowns, flash light, hair-dryer, luggage
rack, fire extinguisher, hot and cold shower, bathtub and balcony.

Furama Villas & Spa Ubud, Bali
This Ubud villa resort is built amidst an expanse of serene rice
fields, framed by the majestic Mount Batur in the distance. Its
location in idyllic Ubud makes it a perfect getaway destination
to relax and unwind.
LOCATION |
Just 45-minutes from the airport and 20 minutes to the arts and
shopping district of Ubud.
ACCOMMODATION |
All 24 villas allow guests to relax and unwind in privacy. Be it a
one-bedroom villa for couples or a two-bedroom compound for
friends and family, this all-villa accommodation in Bali is designed to let guests indulge in a well-deserved retreat to recharge and rejuvenate. Spacious and luxurious interiors with
oversized windows allow much natural light in, as well as, beautiful tropical landscapes. They are all air-conditioned and feature private patios complete with tables and chairs.

Santi Mandala Villa & Spa
Santi Mandala Villa & Spa is set in 3.5 hectares of hillside garden,
located on the outskirts of Ubud and superbly positioned facing a breathtaking view of Tanaraga Giri Lake, rice paddies, and
tropical greenery.
LOCATION |
The resort is located in a very peaceful atmosphere, surrounded
by the rice field and lush tropical garden. It is about 25 minutes
by car to Ubud, 5 minutes to Bird Park and 45 minutes from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features air conditioning, refrigerator, hot and cold water,
IDD phone lines, satellite, television, personal mini bar and 24
hours room service. Complimentary seasonal fruit are provided
upon arrival along with daily afternoon tea service, either in the
rooms or poolside.
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Pita Maha Resort & Spa
Pita Maha Resort & Spa encompasses 24 private villas in a style
reminiscent of an intimate Balinese village. Set amidst natural
landscapes overlooking Campuhan Valley, the resort boasts an
outdoor infinity pool and spacious villas with private balconies.
LOCATION |
Pita Maha Resort & Spa offers free shuttle service to downtown
Ubud, situated 1.5 km from the property.
ACCOMMODATION |
A choice of 3 traditionally thatched villa categories is available.
Conceived for the exclusive use of couples and families, each
villa presents an extraordinary vacation that is truly wonderful
and unforgettable. Balinese-style interiors, air-conditioned villas in the resort are fitted with thatched roofs. They come with
a mini bar, fridge and tea/coffee-making facilities. A satellite TV
with CD/DVD player is also a standard across all units. Each en
suite bathroom is well fitted with free bath amenities.

Komaneka at Bisma
Komaneka at Bisma elegant villas, each with its private pool,
and spacious suites are completed with an Indonesian fine dining restaurant, luxurious spa-villa, and wedding chapel. Explore
Komaneka at Bisma breathtaking scenery.
LOCATION |
Located in Bisma street as part of the centre of Ubud, the Komaneka at Bisma is nestled in the Campuhan river valley with
breathtaking scenic views, sloping rice fields and coconut groves
nearby. This luxurious resort is designed as a sophisticated and
contemporary lifestyle destination that makes you feel at home.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: 24 hours Room Service, Free Apple TV in each of the
rooms/villas, In-room safety box, International standard Adaptor,
Hair Dryer, toiletries, Free limited speed wireless internet connection throughout hotel area.

Kupu Kupu Barong Villas & Tree Spa
Located in the heart of Bali, Kupu Kupu Barong Villas and Tree
Spa is a 5-star hotel enclosed by three hectares of lush tropical
gardens overlooking the spectacular Ayung River valley and the
rice paddies. It is a romantic 5-star boutique hotel in Bali and an
idyllic resort for an unforgettable honeymoon.
LOCATION |
Kupu Kupu Barong Villas and Tree Spa is 5 km from Ubud Market
and Ubud Palace. Ngurah Rai International Airport is a 1.5 hour
drive from the resort.
ACCOMMODATION |
Our 35 luxury villas and 8 rooms resort is one of Bali’s finest boutique hotels and an amazing resort for the most romantic travellers. Features: Traditional Balinese décor. Each spacious villa is
fitted with a TV and DVD player and free Wi-Fi. Select villas have
private plunge pools.
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Bali - Ubud |
Komaneka at Monkey Forest
The Komaneka Resorts in Ubud, Bali were named to celebrate
two generations of a family dedicated to the acquisition and exhibition of one of the world’s finest collections of Indonesian and
Balinese art.
LOCATION |
Located in the centre of Ubud, the Komaneka at Monkey Forest
is surrounded by lush tropical vegetation and an abundance of
exotic plants.
ACCOMMODATION |
Spacious room with king-size or twin bed, wide screen LCD TV
with HDMI ready-input, Apple TV, DVD player, IDD phone, air
conditioners, refrigerator, in room electric kettle jug with coffee and tea facilities. Open private veranda with view of the
Garden, digital safety deposit box, bathrobe and slippers, umbrellas, scale, shopping bag, hair-dryer. In the bath room there
are double vanity washbasins, separated bathtub and toilet with
large rain shower room.

Uma by COMO, Ubud
Uma by COMO, Ubud, immerses you in the culture of Bali while
also providing luxury amenities.
LOCATION |
Our resort occupies a three-hectare site and is a 30-minute walk
from Ubud centre. There is a regular complimentary shuttle
bus to the town. Overlooking the Tjampuhan Valley and River
Oos, the hotel nestles amid rice paddies carved out of hillsides,
backed by coconut palms and banyan trees. It is about a 90-minute drive from the international airport at Denpasar.
ACCOMMODATION |
All 46 rooms feature complimentary WiFi internet access, Individually controlled air conditioning, Egyptian cotton linen,
Fine goosedown duvet, Dual-line phone with voicemail, 32” flat
screen TV, Satellite TV, Electronic personal safe, mini bar, Complimentary coffee, tea and bottled mineral water, Hairdryer, and
COMO Shambhala bathroom amenities
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Bali Spirit Hotel & Spa
Just outside of Ubud centre, Bali Spirit is peacefully situated
on the edge of the Wos River surrounded by hundreds of green
coconut trees, terraced gardens, and palm lined valley views
spread out below.
LOCATION |
International Airport: 1 hour drive, Ubud Town/ market: 5 minutes drive, Local Restaurants and bars: 5 minutes drive
ACCOMMODATION |
There are 25 private suites and villas, all with views, breezy
terraces, and discreet service. Charming and friendly Balinese
staff professionally trained to serve guests every need. Each
room has a private balcony or garden patio, Stunning views from
every room, The bathrooms are artistically designed with inlaid
stone, Ceiling fan and air conditioning, International Direct Dial
(IDD) telephone, Fully stocked mini bar and snacks, Coffee or
Tea making facility, Hair dryer. Each category has its own special
features.

Pertiwi Resort & Spa
Pertiwi is a perfect retreat for those who appreciate informality
and total privacy but want to be close to Ubud’s tourists interests
and cultural centre. TThe hotel is set in a tropical landscape with
two swimming pools.
LOCATION |
It is located right in the heart and soul of Ubud- the centre of Art
and Culture in Bali. Main street Ubud is just a five minutes walk
away where you can explore the old palace grounds, the Ubud
day market and join in the local festivities and culture - or simply
walk around the rice terraces.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features individual controlled air conditioning, Satellite TV
channels, Safe deposit box, tea & coffee maker, bath robe, mini
Bar, Wi-Fi internet access, Hair dryer.

Sahadewa Resort & Spa
Sahadewa Resort and Spa is a Boutique Hotel artistically built in
Balinese style, it is situated in the centre of Ubud within walking
distance from the museum, monkey forest, art shops, bars, restaurants, travel agents, car rentals and almost all other tourist
requirements.
LOCATION |
It is located within walking distance to Monkey Forest, Balinese
temples, art museums, art galleries, art shops, art markets, international restaurants, travel agents, car/motor bike/push bike
rentals.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features TV, AC, bathtub and shower, and hot and cold water
in each room
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Bali - Ubud |
Champlung Sari Hotel
Champlung Sari Hotel is a restful retreat set within a green landscape at the edge of Ubud’s sacred Monkey Forest Sanctuary. It is
an environment that nurtures the senses with its tropical gardens
that are crossed by two small rivers. Clusters of comfortably appointed guest rooms are scattered across the property in a style
that recreates the ambiance of a traditional Balinese village.
LOCATION |
Champlung Sari Hotel is located in the artistic village Ubud,
which is the cultural heart of Bali. Nightly performances of local dance and music have made Ubud a popular destination for
creatively inclined travellers. It is the perfect spot to escape the
hectic pace of modern living and reconnect with nature through
excursions such as white water rafting, cycling and trekking.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features air-conditioning, private terrace, satellite television,
tea & coffee, making facilities, IDD Telephone.

ARMA Museum & Resort
ARMA resort officially established in 1982 with 15 rooms under
the name “Puri Indah” which mean Beautiful Palace. In 1995
Puri Indah changed into “Kokokan Hotel”. In 2002 it changed
into “ARMA Resort” with the addition of 8 luxury villas. The total
accommodation now includes 23 units. The ARMA resort was built
as a fund raising project for the museum. Therefore your contribution supports the art and culture preservation programme
under the ARMA Foundation.
LOCATION |
Arma Museum & Resort is 1 km from Ubud Palace and Ubud Market. Ngurah Rai International Airport is 37 km away.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features air conditioning, private veranda with antique day
bed along with table and chairs, private bathroom with bathtub
and shower.

Barong Resort and Spa
A stylish new resort right in the centre of Ubud - Bali’s cultural
heartland. The luxurious accommodation at Barong Resort features the comfort and privacy of a traditional Balinese family
compound. The food is delicious and exquisitely served, and
guests can enjoy the pampering from the natural spa and massage treatments.
LOCATION |
Barong Resort is located in Bali’s Ubud Area, a one-hour drive
from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
Features: Private terrace and balcony, Comfortable bed with
mosquitoe nets, Individually air conditioning and ceiling fan,
Personal mini bar, IDD Telephone, TV channels, Coffee Maker,
CD Player, Slippers and Bathrobes, Hair dryer, Sunken bathtub
with hot and cold water, Individually safety deposit box, Complimentary two bottles of mineral water daily, Seasonal daily fruit
basket, Bale bengong (day bed) only at Deluxe Bungalow
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Taman Harum Cottages
Overlooking the rice fields and Mount Agung in the distance
stands the Taman Harum Cottages. The 17 traditional rooms and
cottages are spread across the side of rice fields and lush tropical garden.
LOCATION |
Taman Harum Cottages is located in Bali, a 60-minute drive from
Ngurah Rai International Airport. Few minutes drive to Ubud
Town.
ACCOMMODATION |
All rooms are large and airy, air-conditioning, overhead fan,
telephone. Deluxe marble bathrooms are delight to every sense
and most of the rooms feature a secluded outdoor shower in a
private garden. It features Mini bar, mosquito net + coils, Hair
Dryer, towels, fresh drinking water, IDD phone, writing desk,
wardrobe, side table and headboard. Each has a private terrace
with tropical garden view.

Beji Ubud Resort
Beji Ubud Resort is located in Bali’s heartland where Oos and Cerik Rivers meet. Enjoying beautiful jungle views and surrounded
by tropical gardens, the resort offers free Wi-Fi in common areas,
5 outdoor pools and yoga classes. Guests may join peaceful yoga
and meditation sessions, or relax with a massage at the resort’s
spa. The resort can also help arrange cooking, cultural dance
and batik painting lessons. A free scheduled shuttle service takes
guests to Central Ubud 3 times a day.
LOCATION |
The resort is approximately 45 km to Ngurah Rai international
airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
It features air-conditioning, the spacious guestrooms at Beji Ubud
are also equipped with a mini bar, satellite TV and a tea/coffee
maker. En suite bathrooms feature hot showers and bathtubs.

Anini Raka Resort & Spa
Feel the local culture of Ubud at the Aniniraka Resort and Spa.
Luxurious modern Balinese style pavilions are set in the rice fields
where you can absorb the local culture and ambience to refresh
the senses.
LOCATION |
Located in a picturesque, authentic Balinese Village, just 60 minutes from Ngurah Rai International Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
The Anini Raka Resort & Spa consist of 19 spacious luxurious modern Balinese style pavilions. All of the Luxurious Pavilions feature comfort King/ Twin Bed, each bed pavilion is decorated with
Mosquito net, large private terrace with rice field view, pantry
with dinning table at Deluxe Pavilion and umbrella. It features
individual controlled air conditioning, hot and cold running water, mini bar in all pavilion types, satellite TV in all pavilions, IDD
telephone, safety deposit box in all pavilions, bath tube, shower
and hair dryer
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Java - Magelang |
MesaStila
MesaStila offers an escape from the demanding daily grind. The
essence of the retreat is defined through the calming and powerful environment in which MesaStila sits - encircled by eight
magnificent volcanoes and set within twenty-two hectares of
gardens, plantation and tropical jungle.
LOCATION |
It takes about one and a half hour by car from Semarang Airport
and two hours by car from Jogjakarta Airport or Solo Airport.
ACCOMMODATION |
MesaStila has 23 villas that are individually decorated and built
on the top of the hill in the middle of the coffee plantation. Villas are unique with modern facilities, large living area and outdoor veranda offering breathtaking views overlooking the coffee plantation or mountains. Each room has been reconstructed
from an original Javanese antique Limasan, Joglo or Kudus wooden house and is decorated with original antique art collections.

Amanjiwo
Amanjiwo (peaceful soul) rests in the rural heartland of Central
Java, with the limestone Menoreh Hills rising gently behind, the
Kedu Plain in front and four volcanoes on the horizon. Amanjiwo
looks out onto the 9th-century Buddhist sanctuary of Borobudur.
Several villages are within walking distance of the resort.
LOCATION |
Amanjiwo is a one-hour complimentary transfer from Yogyakarta,
or two hours on the more scenic route from Solo.
ACCOMMODATION |
The suites feature terrazzo flooring, high ceilings, domed roofs
and sliding glass doors that open to a garden terrace. All suites
include a thatched-roof bale (pavilion) with a daybed for outdoor
lounging and dining. Interiors include a central four-pillar bed on
a raised terrazzo platform, sungkai wood screens, coconut wood
and rattan furniture, old batik pillows and traditional glass paintings.

Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa
Plataran provides panoramic views, rich cultural and entertaining
activities, and high standards of hospitality. Plataran also has the
noble objective of conserving Indonesian nature, environment
and culture, and of improving the lives and skills of the local
people and its Indonesian team members.
LOCATION |
On the island of Java not far from the Borobudur Temple.
ACCOMMODATION |
Rooms feature private garden, LCD Television, DVD Player, minibar, coffee & tea making facilities, desk, mosquito coil and repellent, torch light, umbrella, safe deposit box, IDD call, laundry
bag, wi-fi internet access, bathroom amenities, slippers, two
bottles of mineral water and coffee & tea sachet.
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Introduction to Bali, 4 days |
Day 1 Arrival in Bali |
Arrive at Ngurah Rai airport, where you will be met by
our guide. Depart by private air conditioned vehicle to
explore the unspoiled countryside and villages along
the back roads. Traveling through thick tropical forest
we will stop at Bedugul to see the Candi Kuning fruit
and flower market with its exotic wild orchids, roses
and even strawberries. Bedugul is an attractive mountain resort located 850m above sea level. Serene Lake
Beratan fills the ancient crater of Mount Batukaru. On
the water’s edge is Ulun Danu, a temple dedicated to
Dewi Danu the goddess of the waters. Continue your
trip with a scenic side trip to the charming little village of Munduk, home to Bali’s coffee plantations.
Overnight at your hotel in Munduk.
Accommodation in Munduk
Day 02: Munduk – Amed |
After breakfast begin your trek around Munduk and
walk through rainforest, across plantations and alongside ancient irrigation canals with beautiful views of
rice fields and rainforest. Then drive to Brahmavihara
Arama. Bali’s only Buddhist monastery is vaguely Buddhist-looking with a bright orange roof and statues of
Buddha, however also has Balinese decorative carvings
and door guardians. It also contains a holy hot spring
originated from volcanic activities. Continue to Pura
Beji, a Subak temple dedicated to the spirit that looks
after the irrigation and rice fields. It was built in the
15th century on the site of a natural fount. The temple
is famous for its Barong architecture and virtuoso relief
carvings. Transfer to Amed and overnight.
Accommodation in Amed
Day 03: Amed – Ubud |
After breakfast visit Tenganan Village, one of the oldest Balinese traditional villages located in Karangasem
Regency in the eastern part of Bali. Its own unique local community is a good example of Bali Aga Village
cultures (Hindu Prehistoric) and is very different from
other cultures in Bali. Continue to visit the Goa Lawah
or “Bat Cave”, a natural cave home to thousands of
bats. Also visit the Hall of Justice, also known as “Kerta
Gosa” in Klungkung, Bali´s former capital. Check-in at
your hotel in Ubud and overnight.
Accommodation in Ubud
Day 04: Departure |
Morning at leisure until the transfer to your hotel in
South Bali or to the airport for your onward flight.

Sumatra – Orangutan & Lake
Toba, 8 days |
Day 1 Arrival Medan – Bukit Lawang |
Arrive in Medan, the main city in northern Sumatra. Depending on the arrival time, there will be a short city tour
of Medan to visit the Maimun palace built in 1888 in Malayan and Middle-East style and belonging the sultan of
Deli. Opposite of the palace is Mesjid Raya (Grand Mosque
Almashum) built in the same period of the Maimun Palace.
The last visit is to one of Medan’s finest Chinese temples,
Vihara Gunung Timur. Then travel northwards to Bukit
Lawang, the orang-utan rehabilitation centre located in
Gunung Leuser National Park. This is one of the largest national parks in the world containing over 800,000 hectares
of virgin rainforest. You will pass through landscape with
views of oilpalm plantations and lovely countryside. Upon
arrival, check-in at the hotel and relax.
Day 2 Bukit Lawang – Berastagi |
Set off on a 2 to 3-hour walk through the park to explore
the Sumatra rainforest. There is a good chance of seeing wild orang-utans, macaques, hornbills and many kinds
of tropical plants. The paths are narrow, hilly and often
muddy so good physical fitness is required. Your walk ends
at the feeding platform where the orang-utans are fed
and trained to live in the wild. They come out of the forest
to the platform by swinging from branch to branch. After
the feedings, relax for a short time and then transfer to
the mountain resort of Berastagi.
Accomodation at GRAND MUTIARA / SIBAYAK HOTEL
Day 3 Berastagi – Samosir Island |
Take a scenic drive to Lake Toba, one of the deepest and
largest crater lakes in the world with a stop enroute at
Dokan, a small Batak Karo village with a number of traditional houses still inhabited by eight families. Each house
has 4 hearths, each of which is shared by two families.
The interior is kept dark and smoky to keep away insects
as well as to ward off evil spirits. Proceed to Sipiso Piso
Waterfall (literally means ‘as sharp as knife” waterfall)
and Rumah Bolon, the longhouse of King Batak Simalungun, another Batak tribe. The buildings are very impressive but are no longer inhabited. You can enter the palace
and find out how the many wife’s of the king spent their
days. Continue following the lake and arrive in Parapat
in the afternoon. Parapat is a small town on the shore of
Lake Toba. From here take the public ferry across the lake
to Samosir Island for about 45 minutes. The boat will stop
right in front of your accomodation located on the peninsula of Tuktuk. Tuktuk, as well as the rest of Samosir island
is a very relaxed place with most accomodation situated
right on the lake. Accomodation at TABO COTTAGE / TOLEDO INN, simple accomodation but nicely located by the
lake side.
Day 4 Samosir Tour |
Explore the natural beauty and cultural aspects of
Batak Toba by visiting Ambarita village where the remnants of the megalithic culture of Batak Toba lies in
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front of the traditional houses. Continue to Simanindo
to see folkdances performed by the villagers. Here you
also can visit a museum built in typical Batak style. On
returning to your hotel, stop at Tomok village to see a
very old but nicely decorated sarchopagus.
Day 5 Samosir Island – Sipirok |
Cross the lake back to Parapat by public boat and drive
up to Sipirok past views of mountains - a long but beautiful trip. Stop at a typical Batak village Jangga Dolok/
Lumban Binanga, a colourful market place in Balige,
and at the sulphur hotsprings in Sipoholon. Accomodation is at TORSIBOHI HOTEL, nicely located on top of a
hill. The cottages are spacious and offer enough comfort but are SIMPLE accommodation.
Day 6 Sipirok – Bukittinggi |
The journey today reveals the inner part of Sumatra
with its scenery of mountains, rivers, valleys and traditional villages. Enroute stop at Sijornih waterfall
and Sihepeng to see a small herb garden where several kinds of herbs are grown (cardemon, ginger, vanilla etc). There is often a short tailed monkey present who is specially trained to collect coconuts. Stop
at a moslem school to see the moslem children who
live nearby in very small wooden houses. Finally in the
late afternoon cross the equator. From the equator it
takes another 1,5 hours to reach the highland town of
Bukittinggi (literally “a high hill). It is the heart of the
Minangkabau tribe who inhabit the province of West
Sumatra and who have a matriarchal and matrilineal
society. Accomodation at THE HILLS / GRAND ROCKY
HOTEL
Day 7 Minangkabau & Harau Valley Tour |
Explore Harau Valley, a nature and wildlife reserve surrounded by 100 to 200-metre high cliffs that appear
like a giant wall. At the bottom of the cliffs stretch
vast paddy fields and green forests. Here the atmosphere is quiet, unpolluted, and incredibly scenic
as far as eye can see. Also visit the clock tower Jam
Gadang which overlooks the colourful market of Pasar
Atas along with the remains of the Dutch fort called De
Kock, and Ngarai Sianok Valley.
Optional walk in Harau valley
An optional 3-hour walk around the valley is available.
It will take you along rice field paths, through villages
and along some paved roads with giant cliffs as the
background. During the walk you will see people working in the rice fields and rainforest and may even hear
the calling of the black Siamang and gibbon. The walk
ends at a waterfall with a natural swimming pool beneath. Take a swim before returning to Bukittinggi.
Day 8 Bukittinggi – Padang Airport |
Free to relax until time to leave for the airport. The
trip takes about 2 hours passing by the greenery of Anai
Park. If time permits you may get a chance to stop at
Anai Waterfall.
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Bali Golfing Package, 12 days |
Day 1 Arrival in Bali |
Arrive at Bali’s Ngurah Rai International Airport. Our
airport representative will take care of you and help
with immigration and custom procedures in order to
avoid long queuing at the counters. Your private ICS
tour guide will welcome you outside the arrival hall
with a traditional Balinese flower garland and will excort you to your private car.
Check in at Le Grande Resort and overnight.
Accommodation at Le Grande Pecatu – One Bedroom
Suite
Day 2 Golfing at New Kuta Golf Course |
Enjoy your day with an 18-holes golf round at the New
Kuta Golf Course.
Located at Dreamland Beach on the southern tip of Bali
Island is one of Bali’s finest and most spectacular golf
courses: New Kuta Golf Club. Carved out of harsh limestone and edged between the brilliant white limestone
cliffs and the endless blue horizon of the Indian Ocean,
New Kuta Golf ranks among Asia’s best and most challenging. In fact, New Kuta was awarded as the Best
New International Course by Links Magazine 2008 and
10th Best Course in Indonesia by Golf Digest in 2009.
That same year the Asian Tour Indonesian Open was
held at New Kuta.
Accommodation at Le Grande Pecatu – One Bedroom
Suite
Day 3 Sunset at Cliff Temple |
Drive to Jenggala workshop located in the Jimbaran
area. Over 20 years in the business, Jenggala offers
beautifully designed ceramics and also the possibility
to create your own piece of ceramic (an additional
charge will apply and advance reservation is required
for this session). After Jenggala drive further south to
Uluwatu Temple, officially known as Pura Luhur Uluwatu. Luhur means something of divine origin while
Uluwatu can be separated into ulu which means land’s
end, and watu which means rock. It is one of the six
most important temples in Bali built in the 11th century. Return to the famous Jimbaran beach for a freshly
grilled sea food dinner (set menu).
Accommodation at Le Grande Pecatu – One Bedroom
Suite

Day 4 South Bali to North Bali |
Today you will be transferred to the North Coast of
Bali. On the way visit the temple of Mengwi where the
famous Taman Ayun was built for The Prince of Tabanan
in the early 17th century. This important temple is surrounded by a large moat, signifying the world of the
ocean. Watch the wild monkeys at the holy monkey
forest of Alas Kedaton. The forest mainly consists of
Nutmeg Trees, a habitat for fruit bats (Flying Foxes)
and 3 large monkey families. Continue on a route that
winds up the mountain and enjoy magnificent views
up to 1200 meters above sea level. Stop at the local
flower and fruit market of Candi Kuning, a great opportunity to buy fresh tropical fruits. As we pass by Lake
Buyan and Tamblingan, you can see a variety of birds,
trees and flowers unseen elsewhere on the island. Stop
at Bedugul to visit Lake Bratan with its floating temple
of Ulun Danu. This holy place is dedicated to the goddess of water thought to dwell in this area. Afterwards
drive to Lovina on the northern coast of Bali.
Accommodation at The Lovina – Mountain Suite Gold
Day 5 Golfing at Bali Handra Kosaido Country Club |
Enjoy your day with an 18-holes golf round at the Bali
Handra Kosaido Country Club.
The Bali Handara Kosaido Country Club must be one of
the most astonishing golf courses on Bali, if not around
all of South East Asia. It is set in the lush highlands
of Bali and nestled in the crater of a volcano in the
mountains of Bedugul; a 2-hour drive from Nusa Dua
and 1-hour from Ubud. From the low coastal regions
the road to the golf course winds around traditional
Balinese villages, rice paddies and ascends towards the
volcanic mountains. The entrance to the Bali Handara
Kosaido Country Club is just past Lake Bedugul.
Accommodation at The Lovina – Mountain Suite Gold
Day 6 Golfing at Bali Handra Kosaido Country Club |
Enjoy your day with an 18-holes golf round at the Bali
Handra Kosaido Country Club.
Accommodation at The Lovina – Mountain Suite Gold
Day 7 Lovina Beach at leisure |
Enjoy this day on your own to relax on the beach or by
the pool of your hotel.
An optional morning excursion by boat to see the dolphins can be arranged by the hotel and paid directly
on spot.
Accommodation at The Lovina – Mountain Suite Gold

Day 8 Lovina – Ubud – Canggu |
After breakfast we will transfer you by private car to
Canggu in the south of Bali. Enroute in Ubud you will
find many paintings in the Balinese traditional style as
well as abstract and modern art. Feel free to drop by
at one of the many art galleries or stroll through the
artist’s city streets and local markets. Stop at artisan
villages such as Mas, known for its fine woodcarvers;
and Celuk, the centre of gold and silver works. Also
stop at Tanah Lot Temple, built on a rock overlooking
the scenic west coast of Bali. Enjoy your lunch with
spectacular views of the Indian Ocean. Afterwards you
will be dropped at your hotel in Jimbaran.
Accommodation at Pan Pacific Nirwana – Golf Room
Day 9 Golfing at Nirwana Golf Course |		
Enjoy your day with an 18-holes golf round at the Nirwana Golf Course.
Every golfer dreams of the perfect landscape to play
and there is no doubt that the physical characteristics
of the Nirwana Bali Golf Course are just that. Lying on
Bali’s southwest coastline at Tanah Lot, Nirwana Bali
Golf Club was designed by Greg Norman and opened in
July 1997. The course is a 30 minute scenic drive from
Kuta Beach, the Bali airport, and the capital city of
Denpasar. The golf course overlooks the Indian Ocean
and weaves through rice terraces and towering palm
trees.
Accommodation at Pan Pacific Nirwana – Golf Room
Day 10 Golfing at Nirwana Golf Course |
Enjoy your day with an 18-holes golf round at the Nirwana Golf Course.
Accommodation at Pan Pacific Nirwana – Golf Room
Day 11 East Bali Highlights |			
Visit Panglipuran Village, a traditional village of unique
characteristic life, socialising and culture. After Panglipuran’s village, the journey will continue to Kehen
Temple. Kehen Temple is located in the foothills and
was built in the 11th century. This temple is often
described as a miniature version of the Pura Besakih.
Enjoy the cool mountain breeze and the views of the
fabulous rice terraces and Agung Mountain. Drive ot
the east coast through the village of Selat to see the
spectacular scenery of the East Coast of Bali. Make a
stop at Bali Aga, an original Balinese village with its famous Cloth of Power and Throne Battles. On your way
back make a short stop at Goa Lawah, a natural cave
home to thousands of bats.
Accommodation at Pan Pacific Nirwana – Golf Room
Day 12 To the South of Bali |
		
Enjoy your last breakfast in Bali before the transfer to
the airport for your departure flight.
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Pure Indonesia, 15 days |
Day 1 Arrival in Jakarta |
On arrival at Jakarta’s Soekarno-Hatta International
Airport (must be before 12:00 hrs), our airport representative will help you with immigration and custom
procedures to avoid long queuing at the counters. Your
ICS Travel Group tour guide will be waiting outside the
arrival hall to welcome you with a traditional Balinese
flower garland before escorting you to the private car.
In the afternoon get a glimpse of the historical part
of the capital. Explore Old Batavia with its Dutch
buildings built in the art-deco style, pass an ancient
draw-bridge “Engelse Burg” (Jembatan Kota Intan) and
Fatahillah Square, where you can take a coffee at the
award winning Café Batavia. Return to hotel and overnight.
Accommodation at Dharmawangsa Hotel – Executive
Room
Day 2 Jakarta – Semarang – Magelang |
After breakfast visit the National Museum, also known
as Museum Gajah, with its collection of more than
60,000 prehistoric, anthropological and archeological
artifacts from all over Indonesia and Asia. The museum
collection is among the most complete and the best
of its kind in Indonesia. Then pass the Monas (National
Monument) in Merdeka Square that symbolises the
fight for the nation. Constructed in 1961 it was opened
to the public in 1975. On the way to the airport pass
Grand Istiqlal Mosque before boarding the short flight
to Semarang.
Arrive at Achmad Yani Airport in Semarang and proceed
directly to Magelang through scenic landscape passing
by volcanoes and green paddy fields. Check-in at the
hotel and overnight.
Accommodation at Plataran Borobudur Resort – Borobudur Pool Villa
Day 3 Sunrise at Borobudur Temple and Prambanan
Temple |
Rise early for the sunrise excursion to Borobudur
where you can enjoy the serenity of the largest Buddha temple in the world. Walk up to the top of the
temple and wait for the magic moment without the
big crowds! After sunrise walk around to discover the
Buddha’s teachings beautifully sculptured on the walls
and balustrades. This UNESCO World Heritage Site has
more than 2000 relief panels and 500 Buddha statues.
Refresh yourself with a breakfast on top of Dagi Hill
with a panoramic view over the Borobudur Temple and
Mt. Merapi, and then relax with a traditional Massage
in the Plataran Spa. In the early afternoon visit the
Prambanan Temples and proceed along a small local
road via Tempel village to D’Omah Yogyakarta.
Accommodation at D’Omah Yogyakarta – Deluxe Room
Day 4 Village Experience & Sultan’s Palace |
After breakfast enjoy a first-hand look at life in rustic
villages by horse and carriage. Visit a local handicraft
and batik centre, and the village of Kasongan, famous
for its terracotta production with many road side shops
selling a large variety of handcrafted products.
In the afternoon proceed to Yogyakarta and visit: the
Sultan’s Palace and Taman Sari, the ruins of the Water
Palace built by the first Sultan; Museum Sonobuduyo
(closed on Monday); the vibrant Beringharjo Market;
Vredeburg and Malioboro Street. Complete the day
with a spectacular dinner and Ramayana dance performance at Purawisata Open Air Restaurant. Take a peek
backstage to see how the artists apply their make up
before the show starts.
Accommodation at D’Omah Yogyakarta – Deluxe Room
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Day 5 Train to East Java – Malang |
Transfer to Yogyakarta Station and board the Sancaka
train (07.15-11.00) with reserved seats in executiveclass, along with your guide. The trip takes you across
Java’s heartland passing rural countryside and rice
fields. On arrival at Jombang continue by private car
along back roads through Batu towards Malang, a
charming small town in East Java. Arrive in Malang just
in time to take tea served at the hotel from 16.0017.00.
Accommodation at Tugu Hotel Malang – Executive Suite
Day 6 Back roads travel from Malang to Bromo |
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel and then begin the adventurous journey to Bromo by Jeep (4x4 with full AC).
The journey will take the unusual route via Tumpang
and Ngadas. Stop off at Jajaghu temple, a 13th century Hindu temple built during the Singasari Kingdom.
Experience the adventurous drive across the mountain
road and the sand towards Ngadas with plenty of photo
stops en route. In the afternoon enjoy the tranquility
of Bromo away from the crowds. Before dusk transfer
further down to the hotel for check-in and overnight.
Accommodation at Java Banana Hotel – Superior Room
Day 7 Waterfall – Ketapang – Ijen |
Breakfast at the hotel followed by a morning at leisure. Depart by 4x4 Jeep to the Madakaripura Waterfall, situated in Lumbang district. This rarely visited
waterfall is considered to be a sacred visiting area
comprising lines of waterfalls that reach a height of
200 metres. Local guides will accompany you during
the hike through dense forest to the falls. Take your
time to enjoy the area and then return to the jeep to
transfer to Ijen Resort via the Great Java Post Road,
built by the the first governor, General Daendels.
Accommodation at Ijen Resort – Villa Deluxe
Day 8 Ijen Volcano |
After an early breakfast, take a short morning drive
by 4x4 Jeep to Pal Tuding passing sleepy villages and
coffee and clove plantations. The walk starts from Pal
Tuding along a shady path with amazing views of the
crater of Ijen. Take a rest half way at the weighingpost to meet the sulphur workers or fellow visitors.
Continue up to the crater where you will have time to
explore on your own. Walk back to Pal Tuding and enjoy
lunch in a hotel. In the afternoon, explore the scenic
landscape around the Ijen Resort with a guided walk
through the paddy fields.
Accommodation at Ijen Resort – Villa Deluxe
Day 9 By ferry from Java to Bali |
Free morning to enjoy the beautiful surroundings, followed by check out and transfer to Ketapang harbour
for the ferry to Gilimanuk, Bali. Upon arrival in Bali,
you will be transferred to your luxurious tented camp
located at the famous rice terraces of Jatiluweh. That
evening enjoy a traditional Balinese dinner at the Resort.
Accommodation at The Giri (tented rainforest Camp)
– Deluxe Tent
Day 10 The journey of spiritual Bali |
In the morning visit the Tirta Empul, the Temple of Holy
Water, to undertake a ceremonial bath in the clear
springs. This water source is believed to be the source
of health, life and prosperity. You will be given flower
offerings and a white bathing sarong to wear for this
occasion. When you are ready, your tour guide will lead
you through an old ceremonial bathing ritual designed
to purify your mind and body.
Enjoy a pleasant drive through the interior countryside passing traditional villages and beautiful nature.
We suggest you walk the last part to the restaurant
in Ubud.
After lunch enjoy a walk through Bali’s beautiful terraced rice fields in Jatiluwih, a UNESCO World Heritage
site. Return to The Giri Tented Rainforest Resort for
dinner and overnight. After sunset, join a spiritual ex

perience in a hidden jungle temple. A Hindu priest will
lead you through a ceremony, asking the blessing from
the God of Luck, Success & Wealth for a more prosperous life in the future. Your guide will help to explain all
steps of this ceremony. All participants will be dressed
in Balinese temple costume.
Accommodation at The Giri (tented rainforest Camp)
– Deluxe Tent
Day 11 The jungle experience |
If you wish, watch the sunrise from the terrace of your
tent and then help yourself to coffee and tea which
will be ready in the restaurant from 6:00 am. Breakfast
will start slightly later at 7:30 am. At 9:00 am depart
to explore deep into the rainforest. This cool mountain
rainforest is home to giant fern trees, strangling figs,
bird nest ferns with 2 metre-long leaves, spiky rattan,
wild orchids and many more tropical plants. Your tour
guide will vary the trek depending on your level of fitness. During the way collect edible wild grown jungle
vegetables, roots and leaves, which the cook will prepare for lunch.
If you decide not to join the trek, you can spend the
time relaxing on your private terrace with the panoramic view of the mountains and rainforest, along
with a complimentary cup of tea, coffee or hot chocolate. After lunch at The Giri Tented Resort, we will visit
the monkey forest at Alas Kedaton. In the afternoon we
will transfer you to Toya Retreat for accommodation
and overnight.
Accommodation at Toya Retreat – Private Retreat
Day 12 The wonderland of Bali |
After breakfast embark on a full day tour to the highland of Bedugul where you will visit the colourful Candi
Kuning Market to see the fruits and flowers on display.
Also visit the nearby 17th century Ulun Danu Temple,
on the shore of Lake Beratan, and the sacred monkey
forest. The evening will end with a spectacular sunset
at the famous Tanah Lot Temple, built on a volcanic
out-crop on Bali’s rugged west coast. Return to Toya
Retreat for dinner and overnight.
Accommodation at Toya Retreat – Private Retreat
Day 13 To the South of Bali |
Wake up and enjoy your breakfast in this exclusive retreat in the cool climate of upcountry Bali. Toya is an
oasis of tranquility nestled in a lush tropical garden
with spectacular views of the rice terraces, river valley
and the surrounding mountains.
After check out you will be transferred to Canggu
Beach in the South of Bali. Your home for the last few
days on the Island of Gods will be the Tugu Bali Hotel,
often described as a “living museum”. En route stop in
Ubud for a visit with a Balian; a traditional healer who
plays an important part in Bali’s culture by treating
physical and mental illness, removing spells and channeling information from the ancestors.
Accommodation at Tugu Bali Hotel – Dedari Suite
Day 14 Culinary experience and leisure |
Hotel Tugu Bali was built with the aim to bring back
the luxury and romance of Bali and Java’s forgotten
history. Its architecture reflects the art, culture and
history of Indonesia in general and Bali in particular.
The morning will be at leisure to relax on the beach or
in your private pool. At noon take part in a traditional
cooking class in the hotel’s Warung-styled restaurant.
The remaining day is at leisure.
Accommodation at Tugu Bali Hotel – Dedari Suite
Day 15 Depart Bali |
Enjoy your last breakfast in Bali before your transfer to
the airport for your departure flight.
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North Sumatra – Banda Aceh &
Pulau Weh, 16 days |
Day 1 Arrival Medan |
Arrive in Medan, the main city in northern Sumatra. Depending on arrival time take a city tour of Medan to visit
historical buildings including Maimun Palace built in 1888
in Malayan and Middle-East style and belonging the Sultan
of Deli. Opposite the palace is Mesjid Raya (Grand Mosque
Almashum) built in the same period as the Maimun Palace.
Also visit: the mansion house of Tjong A Fie; Tip Top restaurant, formerly the Dutch Club; the townhall from 1908
with the clock tower donated by the wealthy Chinese
businessman Tjong Afie; Bank Indonesia, which used to be
called Bank Java and was built by the architectural firm
Hulswit, Fermont & Cuypers; Dharma Deli Hotel, known as
De Boer hotel in the past (built in 1898); the colonial post
office of Medan built in 1911; and the colourful Chinese
temple, Vihara Gunung Timur. After the tours check-in at
the hotel or transfer to Medan culinary spot for dinner
(personal account) at a street food stall offering Chinese
and local cuisine. Overnight at TIARA HOTEL
Day 2 Medan – Tangkahan |
Travel northwards to Tangkahan, a beautifully remote
jungle settlement on the edge of Gunung Leuser National
Park. This is one of the largest national parks in the world
containing over 800,000 hectares of virgin rainforest and
home to an impressive number of mammal species like
tigers, orang utans, gibbons, elephants and rhinos. Tangkahan is a perfect place to get off the beaten track, but
still have access to nice food and comfortable bungalows.
Arrive in Tangkahan, check-in to your rainforest lodge and
relax.
Day 3 Tangkahan Free Day |
Free day at your own arrangement. There are plenty
of options: elephant riding and bathing; tubing down
the river; jungle trekking; swimming in the unspoiled
jungle river; or just relaxing.
Day 4 Tangkahan – Bukit Lawang by Local Jeep |
Drive off road with a local jeep to Bukit Lawang, a village at the other side of Gunung Leuser National Park
famous for its rehabilitation centre for orang-utans.
The journey takes about 3 hours crossing over plantation tracks and through rural areas. Upon arrival,
check-in at the hotel and relax.
Day 5 Jungle Trek & Visit the orang-utan site – Berastagi |
Trek for about 2-3 hours in the park to explore the Sumatra rainforest and hopefully see wild orang-utans, gibbons
and other monkeys. The path is narrow, muddy and hilly
so good physical fitness is required. The walk ends at the
feeding platform where semi-wild orangutans are fed and
trained to live in the wild. You’ll see the orang-utans come
out of the forest to the platform by swinging from branch
to branch. After the feedings, relax and then carry on to
Berastagi, a mountain resort situated on the Karo plateau
about 1400 metres above sea level. This is the homeland
of the Karo Batak, one of the six Batak tribes that inhabit
the province of North Sumatra. Before arriving at hotel,
stop and wander around the local fruit market.
Accommodation at GRAND MUTIARA / SIBAYAK HOTEL

You can enter the palace and find out how the many wife’s
of the king spent their days. Continue following the lake
and arrive in Parapat in the afternoon. Parapat is a small
town on the shore of lake Toba. From here cross to Samosir
Island by public ferry (45 minutes). You will be dropped off
right in front of your accommodation located on the peninsula of Tuktuk. Tuktuk, as well as the rest of Samosir island
is a very relaxed place with most accommodation situated
right on the lake.

which follows a hilly route of about 60km. A van will accompany you during the tour and a packed lunch will be
provided enroute. Before arriving at the hotel, stop for a
drink at a local coffee shop.
There is another easier cycling trip available that cycles half
way around the lake combined with visits to villages and
coffee plantations to see the coffee production. The cycling
tour must be booked in advanced because the bikes and
guides have to come from Banda Aceh.

Optional Tour :
Before leaving Berastagi, those who like climbing can climb
up Sibayak volcano, about 2,172 metres above sea level. At
the top you can see the steaming vapours escaping from the
fumaroles and the sunrise.
Drive to lake Toba.
Accommodation at TABO COTTAGE / TOLEDO INN, simple
accommodation but nicely located by the lake side.

Day 11 Takengon – Banda Aceh |
Travel to the coastal Banda Aceh, the provincial capital and
most devastated city hit by the 2004 tsunami. The journey
takes approx 8 hours. During the first 3 hours the road winds
along the side of a gorge. Pass by the small town of Bireun,
after whicht the road straightens out.
Overnight at HOTEL MEDAN, a simple hotel located in downtown.

Day 7 Samosir Excursion |
Drive around the island to explore the natural beauty and
cultural aspects of Batak Toba by visiting Ambarita village
where the remnant megalithic culture of Batak Toba lies in
front of the traditional houses. Continue to Simanindo to
see folkdances performed by the villagers. Here you also
can visit a museum built in typical Batak style. On returning to your hotel, stop at Tomok village to see a very old
but nicely decorated sarchopagus, the graveyard of a Batak
king.

Day 12 Banda Aceh – Ferry to Pulau Weh |
Transfer to Uleh-leh port to catch the fast ferry to Pulau
Weh (Weh Island), a lovely island with beautiful scenery and
clear waters. The island is somewhat mountainous, covered
in lush dense jungle for the most part, and essentially horseshoe-shaped with many bays and stretches of sandy beaches
surrounded by coral reef.
Overnight at FREDDIES SANTAI SUMUR TIGA, simple accomodation built from locally sourced materials - even the tables
have been built from wood salvaged after the tsunami. The
bungalows are made of bamboo and overlook amazing views
of the pristine white sand beach. The restaurant has local
and international cuisine and serves alcohol to non-Muslim
guests.

Day 8 Samosir Island – Ketambe |
Embark on a long but scenic drive northwards to Ketambe
(also called Gurah), starting across the narrow land bridge
that connects the “island” to the mainland. Ketambe is a
tiny, quiet and remote village in the middle of the jungle
and is part of Gunung Leuser National Park. For many years
Ketambe has been a favourite destination of researchers,
wildlife photographers and adventurers as well as travelers hoping to catch a glimpse of Sumatran wildlife in its
natural setting.
Overnight at WISMA CINTA ALAM or FRIENDSHIP GUESTHOUSE. Both are basic bungalows but clean. Facilities are
minimal but they are still the best in this area. There is
running water but no shower, only an Indonesian traditional
“bucket shower”.

Day 13-14 Pulau Weh Free Day |
There are plenty of options: snorkelling in front of the resort
and along the Sumur Tiga Beach; scuba diving (Freddies has
link to the Rubiah Tirta Divers); fishing trips; sunset cruises
and many others. All can be arranged at your own cost with
your accomodation or guide.
Day 15 Pulau Weh – Ferry to Banda Aceh |
Transfer back to Balohan port for the early morning fast
ferry to Banda Aceh. On arrival either transfer directly to
the hotel or take the following optional becak tour.

Day 9 Ketambe – Takengon |
Wind through the cool mountainous landscape to Takengon, the main town in the Gayo Highlands at an altitude of
1200 metres. Gayo Highlands is an area in the middle Aceh
mountainous region. Takengon is a lovely small town, featuring a 26km-long crater lake, Lut Tawar (or Laut Tawar),
and many coffee plantations. Some of the best coffee in
the world is grown in this area – in fact Starbucks buys coffee from here. The journey today is long and tough (approx
10 hours) but the views are breathtaking; lush and dense
rainforest, rivers, rice fields, valleys and small villages.
You’ll sleep at MAHARA HOTEL, simple accomodation located near the centre and at the border of the lake.

Optional Becak Tour:
Becak is a sort of trishaw that can take just one person per
becak. The tour includes lunch and will visit tsunami related
sites including a 200-tonne diesel-powered ship carried into
a village by the tsunami, a large fishing boat sitting on top
of a house in the middle of a suburban street, and the Tsunami Museum . Also visit ‘Thanks To The World’ monument,
Acehnese gratitude to all who participated in the reconstruction of Aceh after the tsunami. The last visit is to the
grand mosque of Baiturrahman built in the 12th century, and
the war memorial of Kerkoff Cemetery.
Overnight at HOTEL MEDAN, a simple hotel located in downtown.

Day 10 Takengon Free Day |
Free day at own arrangement. IWander around the city and
visit the local market or just relax by the lake. For the truly
adventurous, there is a cycling trip around lake Lut Tawar

Day 16 Banda Aceh, Departure |
Free to relax until time to leave for airport.

Day 6 Berastagi – Lake Toba – Boat to Samosir Island |
Take a scenic drive to Lake Toba, one of the deepest and
largest crater lakes in the world with a stop enroute at
Dokan, a small Batak Karo village with a number of traditional houses still inhabited by eight families. Each house
has 4 hearths inside, each by two families. The interior
is kept dark and smoky to keep away insects as well as
to ward off evil spirits. Proceed to Sipiso Piso Waterfall
(literally means ‘as sharp as knife” waterfall) and Rumah
Bolon, the long house of King Batak Simalungun, another
Batak tribe. The buildings are very impressive, however
no longer inhabited.
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Indonesia Wildlife Explorer
Tour, 16 days |
Day 1 Arrival Indonesia – Jakarta – Pangkalan Bun |
Arrive at Jakarta Airport and after clearing customs
and immigration, proceed go to the domestic terminal
to catch the flight to Pangkalan Bun. Upon arrival you
will be met by our local staff and transferred to Pangkalan Bun for overnight.
Accommodation at Blue Kecubung
Day 2 Boating to Kumai - Rimba Lodge – Camp Leakey |
After breakfast, our local staff will transfer you to
Kumai boat dock for the cruise to Rimba Lodge. Your
boat, is a traditional Klotok wooden riverboat, measuring 6 by 2 metres, with a roof that forms the upper deck from where you can view the rain forest as it
glides by. The boat crew includes boatman, cook and
expert guide. Arrive at Rimba Lodge, check-in at hotel. Afterwards, continue by boat to Camp Leakey, (1.5
hours from Rimba Lodge), a rehabilitation centre for
orphaned orang-utans established in 1971 by Dr. Biruté
Galdikas. It was named after the legendary anthropologist, Louis Leakey, who was both mentor and an
inspiration to Dr. Galdikas, as well as Drs. Jane Goodall and Diane Fossey. Originally consisting of just two
huts, Camp Leakey is now an assemblage of permanent wooden structures designed to provide a base for
scientists, staff, students, and PHPA guards. Over the
years, Camp Leakey has supported the research efforts
of dozens of scientists and graduate students from Indonesia and North America.
Here the playful and friendly baby orang-utans are
taught to fend for themselves in the jungle. In the
peaceful afternoon you have a chance to observe monkeys along the riverside.
Accommodation at Rimba Lodge
Day 3-4 Tanjung Puting National Park |
Enjoy two full days exploring the Tanjung Puting National Park with your guide. Trek deep into the jungle
on the different trails.
Accommodation at Rimba Lodge
Day 5 Pangkalan Bun – Semarang – Yogyakarta |
After breakfast, you will be met at your hotel and
driven to the Pangkalan Bun Airport for your flight to
Semarang. When you arrive, you are met and transferred to the hotel in Yogyakarta – which is about 2
hours drive. Lunch will provided at local restaurant.
Check-in at your hotel and enjoy the rest of the day at
leisure. Evening dinner at hotel.
Accommodation at Hyatt Regency Jogjakarta
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Day 6 Yogyakarta Experience |
Spend your morning touring Jogjakarta, visit: Sultan
Palace (Kraton) dating back to the 17th century; a traditional silversmiths and a batik home industry; famous
Malioboro street, a long and colorful bazaar of souvenir shops; and the old market Beringharjo. In the afternoon explore Java’s most interesting Hindu shrine,
Prambanan Temple. This is a beautiful Hindu temple
with a bas-relief depicting the famous Ramayana story.
Prambanan Temple is also known as the ‘virgin slender
temple’. The temple holds a very close story with the
Ramayana story and comprises of three main temples a symbol of the Hindu’s trinity Brahma, Vishnu & Shiva.
Evening dinner at local restaurant.
Accommodation at Hyatt Regency Jogjakarta
Day 7 BOROBUDUR Intellectual Tour |
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before departing to Borobudur. Borobudur is best seen at dawn when the air is
fresh and full of birdsong. As the mist begins to lift,
the sun scales the surrounding volcanoes and terraced
fields, and highlights the stone reliefs and the many
faces of Buddha. Later in the day, visits can be made
to appreciate the historic and cultural context of this
incredible monument. Personal guides will bring to life
the knowledge contained within the reliefs. Travel by
Andong, the traditional horse cart used daily by villagers throughout the region.
Accommodation at Hyatt Regency Jogjakarta
Day 8 Yogyakarta – Flight to Bali |
After breakfast at your hotel, you’ll be transferred to
the airport for your flight to Bali. When you arrive, you
will be greeted by an ICS Representative and taken to
your hotel. Rest of the day is free at your own leisure.
Accommodation at Maya Ubud
Day 9 FD UBUD Artisan Village – Monkey Forest |
Spend the morning exploring Ubud, the artisan village.
Visit Celuk, the countryside in Gianyar regency where
the local societies create silver handicrafts. In the village of Mas you can see the local people wood carving.
Drive up to Tampaksiring with its holy spring waters
and take lunch at a local restaurant. Afterwards drive
through rural villages and vast areas of beautifully terraced rice fields in Tegal Lalang passing by hundreds of
village temples. On the way back to the hotel, stop at
Monkey Forest, a small area of rain forest inhabited by
hundreds of monkeys. Return to the hotel and evening
is free at leisure. Dinner at Lotus Café.
Accommodation at Maya Ubud
Day 10 FD Wonderland of Bali Tour |
This fascinating full day tour will take you to the highland of Bedugul where you will see the colourful fruit
and flowers at Candi Kuning Market. Also visit the 17th

century Ulun Danu Temple on the shores of Beratan
Lake and the sacred monkey forest at Alas Kedaton.
End the tour with a spectacular sunset at the famous
Tanah Lot Temple, built on a volcanic out-crop on Bali’s
rugged west coast. Afterwards return to the hotel for
dinner.
Accommodation at Maya Ubud
Day 11 Free and Easy |
Spend the day relaxing in the resort.
Accommodation at Maya Ubud
Day 12: Bali – Komodo Island
Fly to Labuan Bajo on the island of Flores. Upon ar
you will be welcomed by our local representative and
transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Accommodation at Bintang Flores
Day 13 Labuan Bajo – Rinca Island – Pink Beach |
Today you get to see the infamous Komodo Dragon. This
largest living lizard on earth lives on 3 islands - Rinca,
Padar & Komodo, and some parts of West Flores. It can
grow up to 3 metres long and weigh up to 90 kilos.
After breakfast at the hotel, transfer to the harbour
to board the boat to Rinca island. After 1.5-hours sailing stop at Loh Buaya. Led by a local ranger, embark
on a 2-hour soft trek through the forest and savanna,
watching out for Komodo Dragons on the way. From
the highest point on this hike you will be greeted with
beautiful panoramic views of the surrounding islands.
Then get back on the boat for the 3-hour journey to
Pink Beach passing hundreds of small islands. Lunch
will be taken on board. At Pink Beach there is time to
relax or discover the underwater world of these rich
waters (snorkels and fins are provided). At the end of
the day sail to Loh Liang at Komodo island.
Accommodation on the boat
Day 14 KOMODO and Bidadari Island - Labuan Bajo |
After breakfast on board walk through Komodo Island
with a local ranger in search of the Komodo Dragons.
You may also spot wild buffalo, deer, pigs and various
species of tropical birds like the Cockatoo. The boat
will then return to Labuan Bajo (around 4 hours) with
a stop at Bidadari Island for swimming and snorkelling.
Accommodation at Bintang Flores
Day 15 Flight to Bali – Transfer in Bali |
After breakfast at your hotel, transfer to the airport
for your flight back to Bali. When you arrive, you will
be met by our tour guide and taken to your hotel in the
southern part of Bali.
Accommodation at Grand Hyatt
Day 16 DEPARTURE |
Breakfast at the hotel. At the appropriate time, transfer to the airport to catch your onward flight.
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Sulawesi, Flores & Bali Combination, 22 days |
Day 1 Makassar |		
Arrival in Jakarta and onward flight to Makassar, Sulawesi. Transfer to the hotel.
Accommodation in Makassar
Day 2-5 Toraja-Hochland |		
Drive to Rantapao in the Toraja-Highlands. There you
will spend 3 days explore the highlands and immerseing yourself in the cultural landscape. Visit the hanging
graves of Lemo; the graves of Londa and Tampangallo
located in caves; and get an insight into the daily life
of the locals in the villages of Kete Kesu and Suaya.
Accommodation in Rantapao
Day 6 Bantimurung |		
Leave the highlands and drive to the valley of butterflies close to Bantimurung for a short hike of about
1-hour.
Accommodation in Makassar
Day 7 Maumere |
Fly to Maumere on the island of Flores, a mountainous
island of volcanoes.
Accomodation in Maumere
Day 8 Moni |		
Visit Watuplapi, a village of weavers where the famous
Ikat fabrics are made, to see the local culture. On the
way to the south coast of Flores visit the Museum of
Ledalero and the village of Wolowaru with it’s traditional houses.
Accommodation in Moni or Detusoko

Day 9 Kelimutu |
Early in the morning proceed to the volcano Kelimutu
to see the sun rise above the three coloured lakes.
Take a short hike before the drive to Ende.
On arrival take a little walk aroud the traditional village.
Accommodation in Ende

Day 14 Liang Bua |
In the morning board a wooden bus and drive downhill
from where you can hike to the caves of Liang Bua,
where they found the prehistoric “Pygmies”.
After the return trip to Ruteng you still have time to
visit the market or walk around Ruteng

Day 10 Riung |
Cross the island to Riung and visit the Seventeen Island
Maritim Park. Take a local boat over to Riung-LakeGarden and visit Ontoloe, the island of bats. Spend
some time on the island of Rutong for swimming or
snorkelling.

Day 15 Labuan Bajo |
On the way to Labuan Bajo, stop on a small hill for
excellent views over the spider web terraces.
Accommodation in Labuan Bajo

Day 11 Bajawa |
In the early morning walk to the Watujapi Hills from
where there are beautiful views of the Seventeen Islands Maritim Park. Continue your journey to Bajawa
and hike to the coloured lakes of Wawo Muda at Mount
Inelika, formed after a volcanic eruption a couple of
years ago.
Accommodation in Bajawa
Day 12 Bena |
Today you will explore the megalith village of Bena and
take a hike to Nage, another traditional village where
the island’s traditions have survived. On the way take
a bath in the hot springs of Malange. Walking duration
circa 5 hours.
Day 13 Ruteng |
Drive to Lake Rana Meze via Aimere, where you can
see the production of palmwine . Carry on to Ruteng
makeing a stop in the traditional village of Ruteng Puu.
Accomodation in Ruten

Day 16-18 Rinca and Komodo |
Board the houseboat and over the next few days sail
to the islands of Rinca, Komodo and Gili Banta. Hike
through the various islands to spot the rare wildlife, including the Komodo Dragons, creatures from a bygone
era. The treks are quite long but there is still time for
swimming and relaxing. On Day 19 you will arrive in
Bima, Sumbawa Island.
Accommodation: 2 nights on the houseboat, 1 night in
a hotel in Bima.
Day 19-21 Sanur |
Visit the Sultan’s Palace and walk around the traditional market places in Bima. A short flight will bring
you back to Bali. You have the option to get to know
the island of Bali closer or to let the trip end at the
beach of Legian.
Accommodation: 3 nights in hotel in Sanur.
Day 22 |
Transfer to the airport
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Cruising in Indonesia |
Silolona - The Ultimate Phinisi |
Silolona is a traditional yet luxury phinisi wooden sailboat built by the hands of Konjo people in Sulawesi
back to 2004. Since the first day of her sailing program
at the eastern waters of Indonesia, East Malaysia and
Thailand, many had been surprised by its fabulous traditional style and elegant decorations and the professional performances and friendly crews. Silolona sails
Indonesian seas from April to November, before going
up to the West Coast of Malaysia and Thailand and up to
Myanmar on December to March. Silolona includes five
spacious cabin suites, a teak lounge and dining area
surrounded by large windows, on deck dining area,
and well equipped dive area.
Raja Laut - a gaff-topsail schooner |
The design of the hull & rigging was inspired by traditional schooner yachts & trading vessels of the
19th Century; a design much loved by classic boat
enthusiasts the world over.
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The name ‘Raja Laut’ is a reference to a famous
character in one of the 19th Century Borneo and a
tribute to a past era in Borneo. The 100 ft. classic
yacht has a huge deck area, 6 cabins for overnight
cruising, can accommodate 50 guests for day & sunset
cruises and is fully air-conditioned inside.
Ombak Putih |
Ombak Putih, a Buginese schooner which means
‘White Wave” was built in 1996/1997 by traditional
craftsmen in Kalimantan. Each of the 12 twin cabins
has its own shower and toilet and its own air conditioner. This schooner sails all year round to various
islands in Indonesia including Lesser Sunda Islands,
Komodo Dragon Island trip and during November
to February to South Sulawesi. There are several
Cruise Programs available ranging from 7 days to
11 days onboard Diving Cruise. Please visit our ICS
Website for more details.

Aman XII at Amankila |
At Amankila – an exclusive ‘hideaway’ resort, overlooking the Lombok Strait in East Bali - two outriggers designed after the jukung, a traditional Balinese fishing craft, are available for coastal cruising,
snorkelling trips and picnic lunches. Aman XII, a
50ft vessel with a large sundeck and shaded area,
is used for the daily morning and afternoon cruises.
Aman XVI is a 36ft vessel with sundeck and some
shaded area used mainly for private sunrise or
lunch cruises across to Nusa Penida.

MEMORABLE
AMARTERRA VILLAS BALI NUSA DUA

Amarterra Villas Bali Nusa Dua
Amarterra Villas Bali Nusa Dua Mgallery Collection is a luxurious private pool
villa inspired by the environment and everyday life of a traditional Balinese Village
that offers a fully rounded, enriching and enlightening lifestyle experience. Set in
idyllic Nusa Dua, Amarterra Villas Bali Nusa Dua provides easy access to Bali’s
main convention centre, the most famous golf course, walking distance to Bali
Collection - shopping centre and just a stone’s throw away from the sublime white
sand beaches of Nusa Dua.
Number of Rooms:
• 32 units One Bedroom Villa
• 6 units Two Bedroom Villa
• 1 unit Three Bedroom Villa
Room Facilities:
• IDD Telephone
• Individually Controlled Air-Condition
• Iron with Iron Board
• Complimentary Wi-Fi
• Safety Box
• Living Room with 42” LCD TV
• Mini Bar
• Outdoor and Indoor Showers
• 32” LCD TV with Satellite Channels
• Private Pool
• Tea & Coffee Maker
• Whirlpool Bathtub with Jacuzzi
and 21” LCD TV
• Electric Scale
• DVD Player

Hotel Facilities:
• Main Swimming Pool
• Meeting Room
• Beach Club
• Gym
Bars and Restaurants:
• Terra Terrace Restaurant and Bar
Spa:
• Amarterra Spa

BTDC Nusa Dua Bali 80363, Indonesia
Tel. + 62 (0)361 776 400
Fax + 62 (0)361 776 300
Email: info@amarterravilla.com

www.icstravelgroup.com

